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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

The idea for this: study came from a cours:e of 

~ectures on the' ~ibrarianship of local history, given by 

mys.elf in the Department of Library and Information Studies 

of Manchester Po.~ytecbnic. When we came to discuss the 

use of archive and ~oca~ history materials in education, 

the deaBth of appropriate reading to which the s,tudents; 

cou~d be referred was strong~ fe~t. Many artic~es: have 

been written by,'teachers, describing work done by 

themselves', and discussing the: subj eet from the educationist's 

viewpoint. Very few contributions: to the sub,ject, by ~ib

rari§.rW are to be' foundi, and in thes:e, there is, not much 

evidence: of full appreciation of the educationa~ as,pects: 

of such work - obj ectives, edue:ationa~ psychology, 

cons,traints: of curricu~wn, examinations, and of teachers;' 

qualifications' and dispositior,s. 

Librarians; genera~ly, particularly in the pub~ic 

library sec,tor, where, many of the rich and lIlos·t acceHsible 

oo~lections, are' to be found, have some appret'iation that 

loca~ history has: some vallte in teaching, bu.t two la.L'ge 

asswnptionE are suspected. One, that the librarian is the 

expert and kmows what users; need; or, two, that h:!.s: duty 

is: fulfilled if he collects widely and well, and offers: his 

co~lections to the teacher, who knows exactly what wi~~ 

serve' his, PU1'pos:es. Nei ther attitude canvasses: the need 

for a meeting of minds, for a sood Ul1.derstandillg of each 

other's: aims and problems. The criterion for stock 
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provision remains the librarian's judgment, not a properly-

ascer.tained need. This is a generalisation, of' cours'e, and 

it must be acknowledged; that a lot of good work is done', 

but it is with the general situation that we are concerned. 

Teachers on the; whole; are modest enough to 

recognise and ac.knowledge their own limitations; and would 

prefer to meet the librarian as· a partner and not as; a 

shopkeeper. 

The value of teaching history is.' univeTsally 

accepted, and f'ew would now dare, to disagree that local 

hisi;ory can make a usefl:l contribution to this proceA3 .• 

One's: readine, however, shows; how difficult it is to gen-
, 
erali.se on the application of local history. A great deal 

of use· is, made' of' it, but it is; very uneven in. kind, 

quality and distribution. Too little placfr is still given 

to the study in the important areas' of higher education 

and colleges of education. Too much still depends on 

individual enthusiasms: and skills. It re:nains yet for the 

collective mind of' the education system to agree what the 

place of local studies shaP. be. The proposition made her.;! 

is that teachers. and librarians at large need to es;tablish 

common cause, and work together with better mutual und'er

standing for the greater ad~antage of' the educands. This 

study is offered as a step in that direction~ 

Ideally, such an investigation should be able to 

view,boJGh the teachers' and librarians' sides with equal 
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si)'mpatby. \Vi th experience as a librarian, including 

several years in a local history library, and current 

experience; as a lel1turer, I feel reasonably able to take 

this view~ Most importantly, this work seems: a fitting 

climax to a oourse which has; comprised, both Library Studies; 

and Education, since it applies, much of what was, included 

in the examitted' part of the course. 

This dissertation seeks a definLtion of librarian

~hip of local history in education which is intelligently 

related to the purpose to be served, and in a large 

measure, defined by that purpose. The first part is· ,e,c'cord

inely a stt:tdy of the, pedagogical basis of local histor~r 

librarianship. 

After a historical st:t:t"ley of the grov;th of the use 

of archives; and local history in education, their t:ta~ is: 

conuidered in relation to educational aims and to 

psychology. The' first part of the stt:tdy ends: with a 

representative: look at the ways in whic~1 this material 

is currently used. The second part suggests: a framsw:>rk 

in which the two sides: may effec:tiYsly complement each 

other. 

Definitions 

The "education system lt considered is that of England 

and Wales; only, although any ussft:tl id eas from other 
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sources are noted. 

''Education'' includes; all levels o.f education from 

primary to higher education. Post-graduate and adult 

education work are regarded as margir.al areas: for, although 

in a sense education is a life-long process, thos;e working 

in these areas can be said to have passed: through the 

education system. 

"Local history" appears inadequate as: a term, to 

some people·, when stUdies: :involve historical geography, 

indus.trial archaeology and antiquarianism. The: ';;erm "iocal 

studies;" is: sometimes: preferred. This" however,. can be 

sliehtly misleadine, as it can repres.ent studiea wi th a 

clos.er. affini ty to "environmental studies:," which is. a very 

much wider field. The term "local history" is commml.\i 

understood to involve· the related subjects' mentioned, and 

so it is the' one generally used in this dissertationb 

"Librarianship" will be used mainly as a convenient 

term, because in this present context it ''Iill be us;ed to 

represent the wider concept of information envisaged by 

the progra:ame for National 1:nfor:nation Systems (NATIS), 

including record offices:, museums, art galleries: and 

specialist agencies • 
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CHAPTER ONE 

HISTORICAL SURVEY 

A survey of the plac'e, of local history in s:chool, 

college a.'ld university inevitably involves an examination of 

the development of history teaching at large. Local history 

achieved the status of an academic discipline' only- in 1947, 

and is still regarded mainly as: an illustrative' stndy. 

Lest this chapt,er grow out of all proportion in 

relation to the rest of th,~ dissertation, it mllst, be framed 

subject to two constraints. Firs,tly, a full study of the 

development in this country of the teaching and examining of 

history, and-the theories and philosophies of history te8.chtn& 
c.ololer 

while inteTesting enough, wOllld~much ground which is not 

relevant or nec'essary for our present purpos:e. Thosie 

details have been seleated, therefore, which are direc:tly 

conce:-:-ned with our theme- or are required for continuity. 

Similarly, it would -be impracticable to palls:e often 

to explain historical details of the cru:nging structure of 
- . 

the education system :.n England and Wales. The reader's: 

knowledge of . the details must be assumed. 

The modern teaching of history nas: its: origins' in 

the nineteenth century.. 7/i theI:3 has said of this: century: 

"History in its. wides.t 8:ense is perhaps the most 

characteristic form of intellectual aCDivity in 

the nineteenth century. Incalculable as has. been 

the inflliience of the study of -the natural sciences:, 
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it may be' dOu'bted whether after all the influ,ence 

of history in all its different forms, has not been 

greater still u'pon the, life of the nation." (1) 

In the prominent type! of mind active in the 

eighteenth centu,ry the historical s:ense, was: greatly absent 

or =derdeveloped., Not mu,ch history was' tau'ght, and none 

at. all as, a distinct nSu'bject.1I Professorships· of Modern 

History had been fou'nded at Oxford and Cambridge in 1724 

by Georee I, bu,t =til the >:'.ineteenth centu,ry they made no 

impact on =iversity stu,dy o~ in original research. Oxford 

regard ed the endo\"II1lent as' a Whig political move, and the 

. chai:~ was; viewed; with SOlue su'spicion =til the early 

nineteenth centu,ry; Nevertheless" some' history was 

embodied in the classical cu,rricu,ll:tm of the =iversi ties; 

end sohools and, some important details' of Eu.ropean history 

in tho classical period were stu'died. 

The nineteenth centu,ry was. the century of history, 

and the historica~ sense was; developed here in the spheres; 

of government aml law, religion, li teratu're ani! art" in 

contrast to the abstract metr,physical reasonine of the 

pr-eceding centu,ry. Du'ring the nineteenth cent ury the 

classical cu,rricu,ll:tm,. which had been handed do,VcQalmost 

=chaneed from the age of the Renaissance, began to be b70ken 

up. Alternative schemes, cif study w.ere introd'.lced bes,ide 

the classical, and with the introdu'ction of History, 

Mathematios and Modern Langu,ages; the era of specialisation 

began and the unity of the ourriou,lu'nl was lost .• 
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irhe systematic teaching of history in our public 

schcols began with Thomas: Arnold, while he was: headmaster of 

RUgby from 1829 - 1842. Arnold thought that the English 

gentleman should learn more than leadership, football and 

honesty~ he must also understand the history of his: country 

and. the history of Christendom. Besides incorporating an 

integrated cycle: of historical lessons in the sc·hool's· 

curriculum, he· showed how history and geography were related, 

and treated ancient and modern history comparatively. 

As Professor of Modern History at Oxford in 1841 

and 1842 he: aroused much interest in his ideas '3:!ld methods: 

and the study of history achieved an unpl1.eeedented po;.;ltion 

of importance. Subsequent holders of the chair, and their 

counterparts: at Cambridge, were affected by his views:. 

Not everybody was: enchanted by his. oIlinion that 

l1Hi'Jtory is past politics ar.,·1 politics are present history. 11 

A strone school of thought regarded the relating of past 

to present as, fraught with dangers of bias: and partisanship. 

They preferred history as an abs,tree·t, ar.tiquarian study. 

One- profoundly important result of this attitude', 

whatever its fuults or merits, was, the immense spate of 

publishing of copies' of ancient documents' and records:. 

Much historical thinking, espec:ially about the Middle Ages" 

was· SI. tered as e result of this work, and the benefits: are 

felt today. 



The split between the political and .antiquarian 

schools was· followed by further subdivisions.. Some scholar s 

found more attractiOns' in. social' life and ell.stoms, arch-

aeology, and anthropology than in poli tic:al studies of 

history. The' last third of the century saw a rapid growth 

of archaeology as: an academic' discipline. "History" had 

thus become an umbrella term for a range of speciali ti.es: 

of people working exc.lusively in their own fields~ The 

process of teaching history, following Arnold's: example, 

was a gradual growth, and auring the last part of the 

c:entury became practically ·.universal, although there was 

little uniformity in history teaching method. Oxford 

founded its School of Modern History in 1872, followEr!: by 

the· establishing of Cambridge's; History Tripos in 1873. . 

Elementary schools 

·The: establishing of the Board of Education on 

in L899 began a new. phase ir;, the teaching of history. It is 

not clear how far the Board pioneered history teachins, or 

merely gave public voice to existing currents. of thought, , 

but its influence \'la:;: rapid and great. 

Since 1875 history ha& been one of a nQ~ber of 

. "class subj ects 11 which qualified for 8 grant to the school. 

It had ah-mys been the least yopular choice. Vii thers; 

showed that only 4% of children in the London School Board 

area took history in 1898 - 99, and only 25% in England 

and Wa-les togethe·r. ( 2) 



In 1900 the Code of Regu.lations for elementary 

schools was revised, to give a standard cou.rse of instru.ction 

t"o be given as· a ru.le in all'schools for pupils: !Wove 

infant school age.Itconsisted of: 

English 

Arithmetic 

Drawing (boys.) or NeedlE"llork(girls) 

Lessons; on GeographY, History and Common Things 

Singing 

PhYsical exercise 

A number of uptional special subj ects. 

This would, in the Board's: opinion, the minimum of 

a- liberal education. \'Ii th Religious; Knowledge, elem'lntary 

education would have: a un,i ty which would give every child 

suffici en t knowledge of God, !lIan' and the world as would 

help him to play! a' meaningful part in life, fo r his' own 

benefit and others'. 

History was to be taught as a feature which would 

ease the diff;i.cuEties of teaching other subj ects.. ~i ving 

u.nderstanding of the fact;s; and forces which have shaped 

manJ~ind in the past rand the pres ent, it would help fit the 

child intelligently' into the adult community of whi ch he 

grew to be a member. 

The 1902 Education Act made history a compulsory 

subj ect. ·in both elementary and second ary s.chools. 

Wi thers;' ''!Ylemarandu.lJl on the teaching of' history in 
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the schools of the, London School Board, 1901, (3) includ ed a 

recommended history- syllabus:, The recommendations' for the 

Standard 7 called for lessons in citiz.enship, local and 

national, and other lessons devoted to a limited peTiod of 

history of about thirty years. This' is: of s:pee:ial interest 

to. our study, because he recommend ed tea~hing with special 

referenc~ to wri tines of the time, with viai ts: to btrlldings. 

and monrunents: of relevance, teaching the first .. notions on 

the materials of history, and the' use: of evidence. Here we 

have an e:ipres:sion of the growing view that his:bo~r should 

not be, a matter of a quantity of facts· to be learned, but thl.t 

even in the elementary schools children should be encouraged 

to tt..i.nk: constructively about hLstory and his·torical method.* 

From here' to the use' of local history and archives was only 

a small step. 

The next significant document was the: Board of 

Education's book of "suggestions 11 of 1905.( 4) Hist(Wj'J shoull 

be: given an important place in the curricu:lum of every 

s:chool for three reasons; it taught ci~ic rights and du. ties 

and how they aros:e; it would be good to t:eact:. children 

Bri tish and Empiire history, "a stirring theme full of 

interest to even young ci tiz'3ns; 11 and history was full of 

~ The idea was not completely new. The setting up of 
examination machinery in 1850, by. the College of 
Preceptors, and in 1873, by the Oxford and Cambridge Loca1l. 
Schools Examination Board began a movement away from 
history as a s:et of annals to -'le learnt to history as: a 
means of education. The idea gained wider currency 
following the establishment of the Secondary S·chool 
Examinations Council in 1917, concerned with the School 
Certificate Examination. 



examples' of the influence for good and evil of great 

personalities. 

history: 

On page 63 of the book is a reference to local 

liThe scholars and the teacher will find relief 

from the. dida~tic, charac:ter which the- early stages; 

of history teaching must necessarily bear if the 

former are encouraged to keep a chronological chart 

of a simple' kind. In this chart striking events: of 

local history should be included.,1I 

. Vial ts to places' of historical interes,t were also reC'1mm

end er. ~ 

It is not to be supPQsed that nobody had thought 

-of these' ideas until then, or that they were not already 

practised: in places. This ,'\ocument appears, however, to 

have been the earlies,t state pa]pel' to even tentatively 

propose that local history should have a place in the 

national education system. 

The Board was more positive in its celebrated 

Circular no. 599 of 25 November, 1908, dealing with the 

tea.:Jhing of history. On the use of local history, this: is 

an important genninal document, and most subsequent ideas 

and practices' can find their echo in the recommendations 

therein. It is conjectural whether the document is; as 

far-sighted as it might appear in retrospect to have been. 

Some factors· arising later in the development of local 



studies could hardly have heen foreseen (the boom in 

industrial archaeology, and the growth of county and .municipal 

record, offices, for instance). Tilis thought in no way 

diminishes: the importance of the Circular. It is worth 

quoting at some length •. 

Paragraph 7 of ~\1'J;Iendix IV, "Teaching of history 

in secondary s;chools:, It states:~ (5) 

lilt is essential that :!in. each school attention 

should be paid to the history 01' the town and 

district. in which it is· si tuated. 

This. will generally he: best done not hy' giving a 

separate course of work on local his:tory, but by 

constant reference "to the history of the 10cE. Li ty 

as' illustrative of the general history. 11 

This wouil.d have~ two aapects. Local events of national 

importance would be studied in detail. General events 

or changes shouJ.d always be: illustrat:ed where possible 

by ·.ce1'erence to thelr impact, on the particular dis.t:.rict. 

A. number 01' prac:tical suggestions were made for using 

local history. 
'. 

Ther:e should be a st~ldy of existing historical 

remains which were accessible from the school, VIi th the 

obj ect of training the childr.en to observe remains found 

anywhere in the; country • 

. The school library and museum shoQld be well 

provided with books', plans, maps and pictQres:. Particular 
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e-fforts should be made to gather a comprehensive collection 

of maps and plans relatiJ.l8 to the dis:trict~ 

Specially prepared extracts and translations from 

historical do"Cuments. which give details of local events.: 

were to be colle'Cted. The Board's: ideas in this; area were 

rather limited, but so was; access: to documents. The growth 

of county record offices, especially from the 1940s, 

openeq up d·ifferent poss:ibilities for the use of records. 

Information about the origin and growth 01' the 

maj;)r industries of the dist:rict: ought to be made acces.s

ible: to the: pupils. There rn.ight be seen here t'.).e· seacts of 

. the much later interest. in industrial archaeology. 

Reference is made to the possibility of s:eeking 

the assis.tance of new local historical e:ssocriation:; which 

were then coming into being, in the preparation of his,torical 

material for teaching use. The Historical Association 

itself was formed only in 1906, and the: branches fonned 

and being formed were doubtless amongs:t those which the 

Board hadl in mind .. 

Las,tly, and und er .. '. mo re e eneral head ing than 

10ca1. history, but r&levant, the us:e· 0.:1' plans and mode:i:s; 

made by the: pupils themselVes, was stressed· as: a valuable 

aid to. the s·tucny of history. 

The publication of the CircuJar had been preceded 
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by an inde.pendant. meeting of the Historical Association, 

at which several speakers. had supported a sugges,tion that 

·local history should be taught in schools. It is' possible 

that the CircuJ.ar owed a lot of its inspiration to that 

meeting. Both~the Association and the Boar<1 shared the 

view that local history was: only to be used in a. subsidiary 

way, as a lamp to lighten the historical path and give a 

little p;i.easure in the process. 

There was both wisdom and, some' say, an' over .. -.timid 

narrowness in this view, and it was a long time before 

local history in education broke free from this; constraint, 

and before many people· CQult!. have agreed with Pugh' .,: view of 

local history as a specialised technique of historical 

research.(6) Nevertheless, it was a begirming~ 

Any fair asses.sment of the Circular's' treatment of 

lo~a-l history must measure it against the. s.tate of the art 

current in 1908. Local stUdies were by' no means: as common 

or as· refined: as they have become in the. last quarter 

century. The Circular expressed, most probably, the 

prcfessional historians' collective vi6'.'I. The a'llat.eurs 

heJA no collective voice, but when one considers: the kind of 

work amateurs were doing it. is not likely that, many would 

have: disagreed with the prof essional view. The Circular 

l1emains, for a child of its time, a remarkable document. 

The "source method" 

A stmilar idea developed about the same time 
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and beca.rile known as the "~Jource: method" of teaching history. 

This was the. practice of confronting pupils. with documents, 

(not necessarily originals) and forcing them to exercise 

their minds· over them. Keatinge (7)was perhaps; the: strongest 

advocate at this· time and thought that the method had the 

value- of teaching children accuracy and sincerity, and 

training them to read' documents and extract, relevant matter 

from them •. 

We must be careful, however, not to regard the" 

source method and the- use of local history as· virtually 

synonymous', although possibly some· sources which could be 

callEld "local" were, used. Cllampions; of the sour,' e me'~hnd 

re.garded it as another tool for the t.eaching of history in 

general.. Members; of the Historical Assoeiation devoted 

some effort to investigating possibilities; of using' it for 

examining, as' well as teaching. For examples; one' m.;;sht 

refer to two not.es, by Happold (8,9); It would be fanciful 

to claim that the employment of this method released a flood 

of activity involving local history. All the same, the 
, 

method was established, and it had some similarities' with 

possible uses. of local history, even in the restricted 

view prevailing. It must have done a lot to prepare the 

way for later educational applications of local history 

materials. 

Side by side with the grcwth of the" source method 

was an increasing rebellion agains.t the ttgradgrinde'ry" of 

fact learning in history. As Marten observed,(lO)U was 
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wrong' to treat a boy or a girl as a kind of pitcher to be 

f.illed up with a mass of facts. 

The extent of the use of local history is hard to 

gauge·, 'but clues, can be found. Urging, in 1920, the 

.inc·lusion in schools of courses' of lessons in local his;tory 

for middle formSi, Has,luck declared, " •• ,. there are not many 

who serious'ly oppose its: s.tudy." (11) T!1e Board of 

Education, in ita: 1923 "Rep9rt on the teaching of his,tory," 

wrote that "There: are few s:chools which do not adm:.t an 

interest in the subject, and the majority pay som'e s:eriouS' 

attention to it.n (12) Professor Jacob, in a' preface to. a 

publ"_cation of the Historica~. AssociatiOns' Manches,ter 

Branch, wrote', ''Local. history is coming: to take its place 

in every int:elligent school." (13) J .H.B.Mas;t,erman, Bishop 

. of Plymciuth, said of published town his,tories, n ••• s.om~ of 

our. more enlightened Education Authorities have introduced 

such local his:tories; into tl:'.eir school curriculum." (14) 

On the value of local history, Professor Jacob 

wrote, in the; publication refu3rred to, 

"Rightly taught, it is a vi tal and refreshini;. force, 

that. illuminat..es the sombre paragraphs of the 

text-books.· and does away with the flaccid general

isations that destroy all interest in his,tory." (13) 

Notes: of caution about. local his:tory were sounded 

from. time to time. In the report on the tea.ching of his.tory( ~ 
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a committee of Inspectors. express.ed their that; local 

history might obliterate the great landmarks in history, or 

l.ead to' oVeremphasising economic his.tory at the expens.e of 

poli tica:l history.. This worry was: repea t.ed, in the Board 

of Education's Handbook of 1927 almost word for word.(15) 

Other Insp:eators, repnrting on the teaching of history in 

London, declared that knowledge' of historical facts (persnm:! 

and events:) was deficient. (16) Local his:tory was still not 

to be allowed· to become anything more than. a handmaiden to 

"the adventure of man that is the proper subject of 

historic:al studies:. It( 17)' 

This caution might b~: unders,tood if we ru:te somathing 

else which was happening at the time. In the 1920s the 

His:torical As:sociation were promoting the idea that local 

history should be taken as a starting pacint for his:torical 

studies. For a long time the, compelling idea. that the 

road, beginning at; the child's door would lead to the ends. of 

the earth found, its supporters. J.J.Bell made: out a good 

case for a local approach in the: junior s'ohool on its; own 
, 

meri ts. The child would l.earn from direct experience, 

limi ted thov.gh his experience would be. (18) Unfortur..?tely, 

this gave rise: to the fear that less "academic ll children 

would be taught little or nothing beyond what could be 

related to their own experience. 

Whatever the validity or otheJ:'lvise of th~se fears, 

there W8.8' a climate of opiniion which. must have hl?d some 

retarding effect 011 the' progress of local history applicatiorE 



in schools. The ques.tion of balance between immediacy and 

history at large is: .central to curriculum refo:r:m movements 

ever since, and is. not much nearer resolution today. 

Through it all, however, the local approach has: become, more 

fi:r:mly established, in principle at least. 

The'Great War 

Just prior to the Great Waor, the. Board of Education 

made: some moves towards lengthening the school life, 

particularly by the introduc:tion of "advanced courA:p.s" in the 

secondary s'chools. A two-year cou~se from age 16 or 17 

would' lead, to university entrance standard. History was: 

groU1) 00 with "Modern studies. It which included twc langltages.· 

Fears were expres'sed1 that pressures· of exte'l:'!l.al examimttons: 

would lead! to the dropping of history by the pupils. (19) 

The Great War gave an impetus: to his.tory as: a 

subject. History was now seen as a matter of nation".l 

r.eaovery and future survival. A greater' understanding of 

history might help .the nation to learn from history and to 

avoid' the mistakes· of the past. The new advanced courses; 

offered hope for the kind of .study of history now re<:.uired. 

The war thus; gave' history a favoured place in the majority 

of schools'. 

Some imnortant deVelopments 

The period, between the. wars', and for a while after 

the Second World, War, was a period of undramatic degate e.nl 

experiment, a·t least as far as history teachine was conc.erned.. 
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Lo.cal history YlaS quite widely used, but not in any 

s:tartling. way. Debates about the source method, methods of 

eXamination, and the philosophy of history continued to 

occupy many minds. Most of it does: not concern our present 

purpose. 

This; is. an appropriate point to note briefly, and 

with little' comment, a number of developments: within and 

without the education system. While these are mostly 

uncoIDlected, they are cumulatively i~portant for th'3' 

contributions· they made, to the general picture of local. 

history, producing sub:tle: changes; which prepared the way 

for '"h91 remarkable past-Worll War Two expansion vf work in 

this area., 

Reading University College. instituted a Research .. 
Fellowship. in Local History in 1908, but allowed the pos.t 

to lapse in 1912. 

In 1921, 'Universi ty College appointed a Reader 

in the history a.f London. 

A;a early example of vision came from William 

Wyndham of Somerset~ In 1922 he founded a trust for an 

allilual. series; of lectures; in two. Yeovil schools', on the 

histo.ry, anthrop_ology and archaeology of Yeovil. and district. 

The lectures were to form, if possible:, a recognised paM 

of the' study of history in the schools:. Afte'r World War 2 

an extens:iion lecturer from Bristol University was devis:ing 
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wi th the teachers a three-year ceurs·e to. he incorporated 

into. the nermal histery syllabus ef Yeevi~ Scheel. ( 20) 

Feunded in 1928, the: Universi ty Cellege ef Hull 

pieneered the, dev;e~o.pment, ef extra-mura~ ceurses in lec:a~ 

histery. (21) In the acad·emic year ~928-29, e~ t,en 

extensien courses were provided by universi ties, al~ sho:>:'t 

courses of four to six weeks. Hu~ll s acti vi ty was primari~ 

to attrac:t students' to the: cel~ege by helpil18 i t~ to beceme 

lmovm.. In 1931 a full-time tuter fer local histery work 

was appointed. This work has fleurished', in cooperation 

with the Universities; ofINottil18ham and Sheffield and ~ocal 
. I 

histery societies in the area. 

One' impertant eutcome was theformatfuJn of local .. ' 

history societies, showing at( increas'8' after the Secend 

World War. Hull is on~ one examp~e. Similar work was; 

done! in ether areas by, for instance, the Univ ers:iti el::' of 

Lend'en, Oxferd, Cambridge, Leeds and nettingham •. 

Dt:lring the 19,20s:, the Historical Association 

became. partict:llar~y concernec,! with promotil'..g local hist.ory 

studies. Its: Vil~age Histery Cerami ttee was formed in ~925, 

and later renamed the Local Histery Committee. Throv.gh 

this committee and local celUlJ\i ttees the Associatien provided 

e, number of weekend schoo~·. 

The Nationa~ Council of Social Servic'6 aet up a 

~ocal history. committee in 19332 to. further local his·tory, but 
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in 1939 the war brought this committee to an end. 

An invention of the' 1930s was the "line." method of 

teaching history. It was an attempt to move away fron 

superficial rot:e learnine of dates and names. A "line of 

'development" of a topic, e.g. the development of s,team power, 

was viewedl chronologically.. It viewed: his,tory as a develop.-

ment, and introduced' the pupil to history through a s,tudy 

of 'some particular aspect, i.e. the sp'ecial before the 

general, the reverse of the usual approach,,( 22) The· line 

method is; a relation of the IIpatch 11 study and the "personal 

topic;" of more recent years·, especially in the emphasis laid 

on. the pupil's. ovm participation and enq,uiry, and in ·the 

s.cope which this emphasis: offered fa r the use of local 

sources:~ 

After Vvorld War Two/~ 

The las.t thirty years: halle generated much. debat.e 

and innllvation in the aims and practices ·of history and 

his.tory t.eaching, and local history has been one of the 

su.bj ects of these' evolu.tions. For the 'purp9ses, of this 

enq,uiry, note mus·t be taken of fou.r factors: 

(a) the -enormou.s' growth of interest and practice in local 

history; 

(b) the emergence, in general cu.rriculu.m d:ewelopment, a:f 

c:noss,..dis ciplinary approaches: to learning;; 

(c) movements: towards freedom from the: restrictions of 

external sy:llabuses: and examinations;, and 

(d) the' st.ruggles. of local history to be regarded· as an 
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acad emic subj ect; in 1 ts oym right. 

These s,1;;rands are, of course, interwoven, but an att.empt will 

be made to examine them separat:ely. 

For an explanation of the rapid growth of _local 

history actiVii ty from about 1945 we, must look in several 

directions. Some observers explain it by reference to 

the wider availability of secondary education, increas:ed, 

leisure and increasedl prosperity, and t11ese' faa:tors must 

have:: some part in accounting for the' phenomenon. 

MentiLon has been made of the extension activities; 

of Hull and other universi ti3S. Another staff tutor wals' 

appointed, at Hull in 1949, and in 1950 the first certificates 

in Iocal_ history weTa awarded'. 

The rapid increase in ru.ral community councils:, 

women's ins,tl tutes and similar organisations" and of 

communi ty centres in towns and cl ti es:, c1'eat:ed a large 

reservoir of potential interest and aci tvity in local history. 

The, demands of countless secretaries: amdous t.o fill winter 

programmes stimulated amateur historians glad to db, their 

part in meeting the demands. 

There had long be'en a stratum of amateur historians, 

whose casual endeavours ranged from single enquiries, to 

large-a,cale work of great distinc"oion. Most people had 

worked independently, unaware of what others: were' doing, 
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and lIlany were lacking'in basic' historical skills and 

lmowledge of primary' sources. ,The National Council of Social 

SerVice had begun to monitor this, work, until war inter-

vened. In December 1948 the Council convened a conference 

of interested parties; and from this conference the Standing 

Conference for Local His,tory was launched., This body, 

working through a series; of local committees;, has provided 

a valuable focus and forum for a range of workers:, and local 

commi ttees have shown an ac:tive interest in the educational 

use of local history. Training of amateur historians in 

historical method and sour(;es has: been a matter of prime. 

concern, through exchanee of infonnation about cours'c's, 

through conferences and -:;hrough articles, in its, journal 

"The amateur historian, 11 , which began publication in 1952. 

The equation of amateur historian with local historian is; 

'questionable, and since the journal became 1I','i)heiiocal 

Historian" in 1968 its contents have become, rather 

contr8.rily, more "professional." Despite this, the Standing 

Conierenc'e, remains one of thtl: mo,st important. single 

influences, doing what: the Historical Association, an 

association of and for I1rofessional historians, could not 

or wou.ld not, do. 

During the, 1930s, there were only a handful of ' 

county record offic:es. Such was the proliferation of these 

in the immediate; post-war years that by the ea.rly 1950s 

most counties and some county boroughs had record offices.( 23) 

It is said that much of the credit fo r their establishment 

belongs to the watchful local committees formed to keep an 

eye on salvag'e drives, d: uring the war. There was a brisk 
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demand for archivists, and several insti'~utions: put on 

crash courses in palaeography, diplomatic and archive work 

to. meet the demand until the diploma courses at London 

and Liverpool Universities. began to :!mrn out qualified 

graduate archivists.. The establishmant of these, record 

offices opened the door for great potentialities; in the 

use of original sources' in schools, and bacause the holdings , 

of record offices; are essentially local in nature the· 

atud,y of local history received a considerable impe.tus,. 

An outstanding event was the' creation in 1947 of 

the Department of English Local History .at Leices.ter 

Unh'ersity, \vith W.G.Ho~~cins as~ts: firs.t Reader, and first 

Professor in 1964. It is a grad-uat.e. school, but its: work 

extends into undergraduate stUdies: and into extra-mural 

education. The department is still unique, in this. 
-

country. The whole of England is its province. I tis noted. 

too, for the "Leicester school·1t concept of local history, 

which is that: the- 10 cal community is IlL proper subj ect for 

historical enquiry, and: the·tasle of the local historian is 
, 

" ••.• to re-enact. in his own mind, and to portray 

for his readers. the Origin, Growth, Decline, and 

Fall of a Local Community. (24) 

While this philoaophy has. not gained ~~versal acceptance, 

it has: had noticeable influence, and~he. department has; 

clearly achieved a great deal in seeking to raise local 

history to the level o~ an accepted, academic discip~tne. 

In 1965 Douch could· write with assurance that the value of 

local history lay in studying the development of a local 
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the course of national his,tory. (25) 

Oxford History School recognised Manorial studies; 

6,& a subj eut in 1950 and this led; to some work in local 

history. 

At southampton in 1951 a pos;t;of lecturer in laooal 

history was c:reated in the University' rnsti tute of 

E:!ucation. The work of ,the post is d:escribed by Douch. (25) 

As the~ Institutes of Education became charged with the 

oversight of teacher training in constituent ins:titutions, 

the southampton rnsti tute applied ,itself energetic(,lly 

in an "attempt to enliven history teaching by encouraging 

the use ,of local his.tory in schools, and colleges: .•. " Its 

work was; aimed: at student teachers; and practisine teachers, 

encouraging new entrants along the right lines:, and' I?dvis;ing 

lecturers in the: collegeS' and; organising conferences for 

serving teachers:. 

The im.portance- of having such a post in a university 

is stressed._ Local history, with the pre,stige and, resources 

of a university behind it, is seen as a s'erious, academic 

study. The value of the work of the Southampton Institute 

of Education is in increasing the quantity and quality of 

future local historians. Looking ahead a little way, one 

might reaect on how this duty has been assumed by a number 

of the colleges of educatimn, though how directly the idea 

derives from southampton is hard to determine. 
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Cours'es in local history have begun in other 

universities. it two-year evening course leading to a 

certificate in local history at Liverpool, and a three-year 

eVenin6 course at Manchester, have started within the last 

four years'. Leeds, Univers·ity instituted a one-year course 

(full-time) for the award of M.A. in Local History and 

Education, beginning in 1974. 

The work of WorkeTs' Educational Assoc1ations ani 

university extrQllural clasr;.:::s have been very significant; in 

the po.st-war period. 

The Victoria Histories; of the Counties, of Eng:.and 

were begun in 1899, and: were essentially antiquarian in 

Ettyle, giving the impression that only the squire, his 

relat:iions and the vicar lived in any named area. This; 

conception was obsolete by the 1950s" and a; change had come 

over the V.C.H. after 19332, ,hen the LOlildon UniversLty 

Insti tute of Historical Res earch assumed respons:ibili ty for 

it. Local studies of a more truly historical kind were 

prepared for higher degrees and began to :noorporated in 

volumes; of the Histories. 

Passing reference should also be made to the many 

county historical and antiquarian societies, and the work 

done by them over most of the period of this study in 

~ublishing the documents of local history. The Royal 

Commission of Historice.l Manuscripts has 5.inoe 1869 been 

pUblishing documents from a variety of sources, often private, 
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and often of local interes.t, and i.ts: related body the 

National Register of Archives has: since the war been active 

in the recording of archive collections and in disseminating 

indexes; and calendars. 

We muset also note the effect of technical advances; 

in reprography, especial,ly xeroxing, which has mad e the 

copying of documents in quantity comparatively easy and 

cheap. 

Cross-dis·c-inlinar,y s.tudies .•. 

Post-war curriculum dev,elopment involving his~ory 

broUg:lt few new ideas, bc.t prodnced some new developments: of . 

old oneB which were, for a time, disturbing to some teachers. 

The' immediate post-war years were the years' of the 

"social s·tudies:" movement in the schools~ The· aim of this 

sichool of thought was to stud.V man in h:i:s: immediate 

environment and show how. he came to be where he was. The 

ideas of Bell have been noted above~ In the decade before 
, 

thE!' war extensive us:El' was made of the "local surveyll as a 

_means of teaching history and geography. Atter the war this 

method was incTeasingly used in the secondary modern schools • 

.An ou.tstanding example of this· approach is the "visual lini t It 

produced by.' the iviinistry of Education in 1948. called 

"Local studies," it comprised a filIn, a wall display, two 

silent films. on crafts, film s,trips of eight subj ect studies 

and a handbook, all showing the history and other aspects of 

a single 10ca11 ty, Bishop: Auckland ~(26) 
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The war gave this method a new s.timu:\.us and a new 

purpos.e.. In a world su:fferine from. greater tu.nno.il than 

the Great War had produced, there was a strong call for 

relevancy in the curriculum, for the child to be able to s:ee 

som.e sense or purpose in it. It was the final nail in the 

coffin of the purely chronological approach to his,tory 

teaching and what might now be called a "social studies' 

movement" Ba thered: strength. 

There was' still faith in the creed that the purpose 

of history is to help understanding of the present. Social 

scienc:es· studied the "present," that is, society and its 

I'truct~'-re. In a fusion. of the two s.tudies:, 

" ••• history provides -che vitality and colour of 

its narrative and biographical matter while the 

social sciences supply a coherent learning atructure. ( ~ 

With sociai studies, the study of socie:ty) have grown 

court!es: in "civics," the study of the individual's rights. and 

duties: in that society. History is: important in this. As 

Pamela Mays wrote, 

It ••• the historical circumstences in which the 

stltdy 'of society has grown up ·have cictated its: 

characte'ristics: as a subj ec:t. n (.28) 

On the relationship of hi3tory and socia~ s,tudies', Mays 

wrote in the same place, 

" ••• the study of society is much better unders·tood 

when it is put into its historical perspective. 

Only then db many of the ass~nptions that are 

--.------.. ------.. ----.--.---.-~~--.. 
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often taken for granted reveal their relative, 

changeable nature." 

~istory has thus acquir~ a wider definition. At 

the Southampton Institute of Education geology, geography, 

place;-names, archaeology and architecture were' regard ed as 

essential sources, for their local history stu.dies. J .D.Marshal 

considered in the: early' 1960s: that sub.jec't boundaries'ought 

to be· cross:edl. Local studies involved a lot of self-

instruction, which was an essential part on one's: :.. i.beral 

educe.tion. Work embracing a multitude: of separate 

disciplines would be liberal in essence and spirit, and in 

local and~egional stUdies are, all the possibilities; of 

"the most magnificent liberal education." (29) 

Environmental s,tudies; is a more recent arrival, and 

calls for notice· here, but we :Tlus:!7 firsi; distinguish 

betw.een two largeiJ.y dissimil.:J.r uses: of the. te.:rni. As 8ll 

adult .' study,. in higher second'ary and tertiary educa:llio::l, 

the study arises from an awareness of the need to preserve 

and optimise' our environment ,. against encroac!1llents of 
, 

pg.llution, overcrowd'ing, etc. As SUch it is: a very wide 

study and outside' our scope·, except for the' not very large 

historical contents. (e •. g. urban studies) of some syllabuses. 

In junior' schools, "environmental studies;1I has a 

very different connotation. Young children are used to 

their environment as an integrat.ed whole, and have not 

separated their eX:Qerience into conventional subject 

division concepts'. Awareness, of these' divisions will 
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emerge through class activities. The familiar environment 

used Vii th 5-13 year olds as a "catalyst" (30) to promote 

the child's; educational development. Study of the high 

street can be a catalyst 'to spark off interest in geography, 

local industry, history o.f the town, transport and commun-

ications, and more scientific: entluiry abou.t the' effects; of 

the environment on man. 

The environment, then, is to be ased: as; a "vehicle 

of learning" (31) and not as: a s,tudy in i t,self. It is to 

be used alongside subj ects taught in the: usual way. Through 

its, study, children will progressively acquire attitudes: 

and flkills of wider applicabili ~y. 

History's place in this; method, and particularly 
-' 

that of local history, has two aspects, broadly sl?eaking. 

The Se:..'1001s' Council Committee for Wales: (32) sees a collectim 
.' 

of historical resources as "fln effective, agent 0'X' stimulus, 

in an environmental stUdies approach." The "Teachers' 

handboolc for environmental studies" regards. the- place of 

local history asits use· in "discovering'past. environments.~(33) 
The, book stat.es: 

"It is not necessarily obvious to a child that; 

his: environment owes as: much to man as, to nature." 

In.6.tudying records', monuments and remains,. he must not 

forget the peo.ple- who to:iled , lived and worshi.pped :iin his 

area. If he do.es, he steps over the line be.tween history 

and antitluarianism. 

Environmental studies' has' become more popular in junimo 
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schools since' the publication of the Plowden Report. in 1967. 

\'le' should briefljr note some other developments;. 

The, "patch" approach is; a: cross~s.ectional analysis' of life 

at a given point, in time. Carpenter preferred the: tenn 

"era approach. lIe 34)patch study is:; thought of as "r~creat1ng 

the l!iving past." A "thematic It study looks' at problemS'" 

rather than a point in time, and is akin to the "line" 

method. Us:es', hav'S been found for local history materials; 

ill these methods. 

In the universities are found combined-subj ect 

degreez, in which the student is encouraged to think about. 

the relation between history and other subje:cts. Some 

universities, Sussex for example, have no discrete history 

department. A more pervasive use o:f joint s,tudLes is:; the 

in"tegrat,ed stUdies curriculum, in which hard and, fast lines; 

bet\"e,en sub,j ec:ts are: absent. Some degrees prescribe the 

balance, between history and other subjects, such as ;the 

RenaisseiJ.ce: Studie~ degre'e at Birmingham. There is also 

a mOVe, towards the use' of an Lntegrated' humanities' curric-

ulUlJ', for the Certificate of Secondary Education. 

Anxieties raised by these' developments; bec8.lile, 

widespread. There may have been some element of conflict; 

between progressives and traditionalists, but there was 

seen to be a real danger that history would cease to be 

taught as' a subj ect, and become merely an ingroo1ent of 

other coursez. l!ary Price, spoke for many in her oft-cited 
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HHistory in danger" article. (35) One sou.rce of dang~r, she 

declared, was the: belief that only able children dbu.ld 

p'rofi t from the stu.dy of history. As: we have &een, this~ 

belief can be· traced: back to the reaction to the: ideas: of 

J.J .Bell. While a change of emphasis was needed, to tap the 

child's latent interes,t in history" a proper synthesis 

shou.ld be fou.nd between the general and the particu.lar. 

As: Pamela :&1ays wro:te mu.ch more recently, s:chools S'hou.ld 

not have to choose between soc'ial stUdies and history, 

bu.t se,e how best, to make them go hand in haM'< 36) 

Others: shared Price's: fears, and the' His,torical 

Association rose: to the chal:_enge by is.suing its. jOUl."!l5,l 

"Teaching history" in 1969. In this jou.rnal" articles; 

on local history and archive applications appear' in good 

proportion. 

The· New Histo':x. 

/ 
The danger from social s.tu.dies: and· integrated 

studies: is now regarded as safely past. Under the influ.ence 

of BruneI', (37) Bloom, (38) and Col tham and Fines:, (39) 

hiatory teaching has entered a p.eriod of c!u;nge and experiment 

deriving from a fundamental rethinking of obje.ctives:. The 

so-called "Hew History" lays less emphasis on content and 

more: on the process of learning. Selection of content i.Si 

related. carefu.lly to the educational obj ectives to he 

achieved· and the historical skills to be acquired. The 

methodological basis is what is po..pu.larly called 'the 

"enqu.iry method. n 
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A study of Jones I book (40) reveals feV! ideas that 

have not been discussed' and occas:ii.onally practised over 

many years. The enquiry method can show links with the 

source, line, rocal survey, patch and thematic methods,. 

Aims and objectives for teaching history ha're been 

discuss;ed· and r,eviewed frequently. The effec,t of tb.is 

movement called New History has been the beginnings. of 

liberation from the ,uressures of an inviolable, minimum 

syllabus: and the related constraints. of external examin

ations •. 

Collister (41) notes the inareasing histo.rical 

element in G.C.E. General Studies courses; and tbB new 

,syllabuses' being devised in some grammar schools' to relieve' 

the: solid diet of English and European history. Waddington

Feather (42) describes a sixth form course developed from 

a. local history course, in which project work plays: a part. 

The situation is still fluid and developing. ,Our 

interest in it is, in the place' of local history and archive 

materials, and a later chapter will surv-ey prac:tices'. 

Examining history 

The need' to prepare for an external examination 

laid a premium on rote learning and encouraged adherence 

to text books. Bishop 1Iasterman wrote: 

"One great: advantage of the teaching of ]!ocal 

history is that it gives the teacher an opportunity 

for the ex.ercise of his own research and initiative. 

If he cares for his subj ect he will not be content 
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merely to impose a· .text-book on his' scholars. lIe 43) 

The source method, occasionally using local history 

materials, was an attempt to lessen the use solely of 

text-books. A panel of public school mas;ters; and Oxbridge: 

examiners !!let to d i.scuss methods, of examining his.tory. In 

relation' to the School certificate, they concluded that 

the sourc,e method v/as· good for teaching, but no.t suited, 

to examination. (44) 

A commi tte.e formed in 1940 by the, Histo.rical 

Association to consider the principles, to be follo\"wd 

in planning a history syllab'..ls could not agree t:'1at loc9-l 

history could be given a definite place in the· achool 

syllabus; (and examined. externally) because the, differences' 

be1;ween locali.ties. and their history would make the· subj ect 

difficult to fit in to a general scheme. 

Gibson could still, in 1969, quote an unnamed 

correspondent who regarded examinations as 
'. 

" .. ' . 12erhaps the most ant"educational d'evice 

ever invented. I find that this, [G.C.E. 'O'leve~ 
exam [sic] so overshadows: the boy's path up the 

school ••• that all real educational work is.' 

subordinated to it. 11 (45) 

Some progress toviards the 'resolution of these 

difficulties has been made. In 1964 the Certificate of 

Secondary Education was introduced, WhictflloWS niore 

flexible relations between schools and examiners in syllabu s 
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drafting and in examining. . "Mod e 3" arrangements; allow 

~he; school to prepare its OYln syllabus:es:, for approval 

oy the regional examining board, and to examine internally, 

with moderation of the results by the board. An important 

innovation is the Personal Topic, which in the history 

syllabus may be! on a local history topic.. Many other topics 

will imyolve some use of local history materials;. Lo-cal 

his;\;ory may thus be used and examined, without being tied 

to. an external syllabus or a common examination, thus 

overcoming the difficulties raised above. 

One permitted form of examination in Part Three of 

the- ·ais.tory examinations in ~olleges of education, 

. to revised regulations, is the' "special exercis;e." 

according 

( 46) 

Here again a topic from local history may be chosen and in 

some· colleges; this is common. 

Collister re:f eres to experiments in examini:r.(" 

inclUding one examination board, which he does not name, 

wh:!i.ch has introi'.uced a paper demanding the interpretation , 

and analysis of original doculllents and sources'. (47) 

A pilot scheme sponsored bb the Oxfom and Cambridge 

Schools Examination Board is. described by Andre'; Milne"< 48) 

It applies: to the: General Certificat.e of Education and the 

first candidates were entered for it in 1971. pupiJ!s sit 

one paper instead of two, and' devote the time releas'ed 

to a personal project,. which may be on local history if 

there is enough material for a worthwhile project. Projects 
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are marked' by the school. 

• 
Local history as an academic subject 

The main events' in the progress o:f local history 

as an acad emic subj ecit have been noted above. Des,pi te 

advances', however, it is' not yet possible, to say that the 

subj ect has become generally es-tablished, or its: place, in 

the education system properly defined with general 

agreement. This situation lies ,in the :future, and it is 

not certain t,hat it e'ITer will arrive., 

Professor Finberg wrote in 1964 that local h5.s,tory 

was, likely to remain an !:lUcil13,ry subj ect in se:hools, 

since natioijal and Eur(rpean history can contribute more 
\ 

to the understanding of the history of a local community 

than vice versa. (49) some exceptions have been shown in 

Sherc'l1ff I s: hopes fur the: incll'.s:U.on of local history 

in s:chool syllabuses, (50) have been partly realised, but 

the place of local history almost anywhere depends mos,tly 

upon the personal inclinations of teachera. 

Of history at the universities, Harrison observ-ed: 

it ••• how rarely local history featu.res: in the 

syllabuses... only ten of the forty universities 

off er cours es in it. 11 

And: 

"Also SUrprising io the fac:t that the new 

u.niversi ties show no marked preference for local 
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history options at present. available. " (51) 

33. 

S.ince Harrison wrote this; the position haBimp:roved a little. 

Some examples were given on page 22, above. 

It is obvious; that even with the above nes'ervationS' 

a great deal is happening and·. possibilities of expans,ion 

are enormous. One hopes; that librarianship will rise to· 

the occasion, providing the· right kinds of service, and 

providing, possibly, channels; through which much Bcattered 

effort may be shared and coordinated. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

FOUNDATIONS FOR THE TEACHING OF HIS-TORY 

Fundamental to librariansh:ii.p is the unders:tandL'1.g 

of the needs' of users; in orde!!:' to give the necessary 

servioe. The degree of involvement with the user's 

purposes varies, but it is commoI'!. prac·tice for' libraries to 

employ subject speciaQists to achieve rappor~ with users, 

and in special. libraries the information officer is 

involved Vii th his us,ers to the extent of being 8:. part of 

the organisation he serves. 

In this area of the :Jducational us:e of a.t'chiveu 

and local history , it is suggested that there must be an 

intense leve-l of involvement. A point to be elsbora-ted 

in the' last chapter is that the LDbrarian mus"t be involved 

as; a partner, not merely as the- pro.vider of mat.erials. 

As a part of the educational process, in effect, his 

understanding of the: needs of his users must go deep, if 

he is: to fulfil. his role intelligently. 

This chapter therefore provides; a brief stat:€£lent 

of the fundamental purposes of the teaching of history, 

and of general educational obj ec:tives and educational 

psychology. Some assessment is: then made of the place> and 

value of archives; and local his,tory in relation to 

objectives, and psychology. 

**** ••• ********* •••• * 
Debate on the reasons for teaching history, and 
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what history shou~d be taught,. has; r.mlbled on for 

generations, and is nO.t finished ye.t. While noting that 

there are differences. of Qpinion, we shall not be pursuing 

independent conclusions. We seek an appreciation of the 

climate' of objec,tives in which history is- being taUGht 

and the plac,e, of local history in this. 'As was seen in 

the preceding chapter, while not all us,e of archives 

involVes' local archives, a gr.eat deal of it does". Local 

history in the broader sensa is also involved, and the 

breadth of scope of "local history" offers' a range of 

possible applicat:Lons; to teaching~ This is especially true 

of bnvironmental studies', wheTe local history is used in 

a wider sense than the stri(l.tly historical ( "prrsons ('Cnd 

events").. Our study of the aims of teaching history mus't 

thus be extended to; include environmental studies-. The 

aims have much in common, whether history is taught as 

pure. history or as. part of a cross.-dis.ciplinary apl,roac:h. 

In envil~nmental studies the pedagogic aims: are 

more complex, and· the history elements. are difficult to 

isolate from. the whole and to consider'separately. As 

environmental education is practised in junior school and 

middle school, separation of the elements is virtually 

impossible, since they are not taught as dis.tinct "su.bjects!' 

It may not be desirable even to try to concentrate on the 

historical aspects, as this could lead to distortion and 

failure to grasp properly the objectives' of the, method as: 

a whole. 



---...... .--.-~ 

Why teaQh history? 

Reasons for teaching history and defences of its. 

place in the curriculum have probably been offered as long 

as· history has been taught. The basic reasons have changed 

li ttle. 

Reference has already been made to reasons offered 

by the Board· of Education. It would teach civic rights; 

and: duties; it is full of inherent interest; and it shouhl 

be taught for its: good and bad examples:. (1) It would help 

to initiate the child into the adult community into which 

he was growing, according to the Code of Regulations of 

1900~ The 1927 Handboo~ regarded history as "predominantly 

an instrument of moral training. It Children were expeQted 

to feel "the- splendour of heroism, the· worth of unselfishness 

and loyalty, and the meanness of Qruel ty and oovrard ic e." (2) 

A memorandum of the C'Juncil of the Historical 

Association (3) in 1929 s·tat:Kl the, aims for a history course 

for junior children: 

"I.t sho:tld arouse imaginative s§mpathy with the 

great his.torical figures which exeraplLfy the 

the heroic virtues and other qv.ali ties which 

children of this ag9 can most, readily appreciate. 

It should widen the children's mental horizon by 

an imaginative reconstruction of conditiona diffe~

ing from those to which they are accustomed. And it 

should awaken their interes·t in their own surround-

ings in such a way as to make them realise their 

link with the past; it should both stimulate and 

--~ .., 
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satisfy their curiosity as to the history of the 

obj ects and customs with which they are famili8!:'.1t 

Seton-1'Iatson, arguing in 1929 for the st!.1.dy of 

contemporary history, voiced his opinion that 11 'imagination' 

stands in the forefront of those qualities which we demand 

from the ideal historian. Eliminate personality and you 

eliminate human nature', and what is history then but a 

wretched husk? 11 
( 4) The current Adviser for Environmental 

Education of Birningham education authority endorses the 

need for more contemporary history. History is supposed 

to f::.t a child into society, but in practice a lot of 

school history stops about 1850. It is hard for a child 

to see relevance for himself in these circumstances. *" 

.-.' 

In 1930 Hankin (5)wrote that the history teacher 

" ••• is concerned not so much with the train'cns of 

future historians, as with the whole mental 

attitude of the next generation whom he is helping 

to prepare f or ad ul t lif e. " 

'. 

Speaking of the curriculum in general, the Board 

of Education in 1943 declared that the basic principle 

was 

" .. • to provide the nurture and the environment 

which will ~llable the child to grow aright and 

* From a conversation with the writer, September 1976. 
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to grow eventually to full stature, to bring to 

full flowering the varying poten'tiali ti es, physical 

. spiritual and intellectual of. which he' is· 

capable ••• " (6) 

Of history in particular, varied opinions were noted, but 

it was concluded that as a minimum the child of 16 should 

have studied those aspects of British and world history 

which relate to the conditions of the age in which he lives. 

Mary Price wrote in her "History in danger;' (7) 

concerned that children's latent interesi; in history was 

not being stimulated as it o'l.§ht to be, 

"Moreover a place mus,t be, found for some study 

which is truly compassable to the: child, in which 

he can feel at home, able to move at ease and in 

'which he can gain at least some experience of the 

use of sources, to stir, as nothing els'e can, his; 

imagination and the 'scarce resource called 

curiosity' l' 

Martin Booth agrees that the mental exercise of 

history is valuable. 

itA stt::.dy of history - any history - brir.gs about 

a freedom of mental .: mOyeh;ent and a heigh Gened 

awareness of the present through its cQntrast with 

the past which enables the stUdent to stand more 

conf id ently in his own age. It (8) 

Whitfield (9)reminds us that the curriculum today 

has to fade demands from a more diversified and: sophisticated 
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soc:iety, and one which sho\7s a greater awareness of and 

sensibili ty towards the possibilities for the development 

oj ind ividuals. 

A similar view comes from Fines' and. Steel, ( 10) 

defending the us'e of documents in schools on the groUnds; of 

the decision-making involved: 

"Education in making sound cho:ices is most important 

in an age where the preservation of individua:lity 

and provision for the wise use of leisure time are 

the two lID.st vi tal parts· of personal development." 

Even the teacher of backward children finds: history. 

a valuable tool for helping the development of the children. 

"His primary concern is not that Billy should 

understand the real nature. of the Norman Conques:t, 

but that Billy should be interested and learn 

something and thereby become more of a person." (11) 

Certain key themes· recur throughout the years, as 

exemplified by the above quotations. A.. rather discordant 

note was sounded by a survey in 1973 of 120 London teac:::ters 

of 9 . .,.: 13 year olds', 60 primary and 6c secondary. On the 

purpose of teaching history no general agreement was shown. 

The most popular choice of purpose was "to develop under

standing of how the past evolved," which is described by 

the reporter as a "justification without academic support 

and one which is conducive to the teaching of sUl?erficial 

outlines." (12) 
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND THE TEACHING OF HISTORY 

Cognitive grow~th 

. Concepts are formed when a pe:rson perceives obj ects, 

events" sounds, smells, and then classifies what he perceives, 

discriminating between the relevant and irrelevant elements 

to form his concept accurat.ely. His classification 

produces a gene:rlisation of what make upJ,that concept, 

and it passes; into his experience as a mental image.. This 

accumulated experience, is constantly brougJ:tt to bear oh 

new sitllations, regulating future conduct, as the i.ndividual 

relates to his, environment. Coltham describes the process 

as a sort of "dialogue" between the individual and all that 

is in the world around him. (13) 

Concepts are not mere ideas, but are very personal 

things. The common root. with "conceive" suggests tba.t a 

concept is what an indiv:i!dual conceives it to be, a.',ld he may 

ge,t it wrong first time. This is a point of great, importance 

for teachers, who ~ust endeavour to organise learning 

si.tuations in such a way that children form concepts 

correctly. In relation to the use of archival and environ-

mental sources, the need is for careful selection of 

materials, and experiences to create~ the right situation for 

the diesired goals, and it is in this selection that the 

librarian will be implicated. 

A commonly-accepted framework of cognitive growth 

is the one constructed by Piaget. (14) 

Pre,..school children are outside our scope, but it 
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is ins,truc:tive to see,briefly what happens in these. years 

in the growth of cognitive skills in the child, as the 

foundatiotJ. for the later stages. is laid here. 

The first two years in mental Ete are, termed the. 

"sensori,..motor" stage by Piacet. In earliest infancy a 

child reacts to his environment by reflex activity. Thes:e 

actions soon begin to show signs: of purposeful organisation 

into distinct patterns· of behaviour, or schemata. A schema 

is' formed by action on the part of the child to attempt 

to adapt to his environment. A schema, once forme~, will 

be directed· towardil similar situations·, an application of 

learning which in a more developed form is. oalle1 "transfer 

of learning." New perceptions are assimilated into existing 

schemata or go to form new ones. According to Piaget, 

thinking "has its origins: in physical ac:tions, which are 

then internalised, and in this way .conceptual growt:'l occurs. 

By the end of the s~nsori-motor stage the ch~ld 

is modifying his schemata and experimenting with them in 

accommodating hlmself to new situations. He is beginning 

to use mental images to repre3ent his small'lIorld, and the· 

use. of language gives him a nevi dimension.· 

The pre-operational stage is in two parts, the 

first of which Piaget calls the "preconoeptual" a.tage, 

embracing mental ages 2 - 4. Children are still not able to 

form concepts. A ch:i.ld calmot classify and' disc:rimil"..ate 

what he perceives, discriminating between relevant and 

irrelevant facnors. He is likely to over-generalis.e, to 
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reason. transductively. For ins'u&nce, if a visit to a doctor 

resulted in an injection, the next· visit will make him 

suppose another injection. A is followe:1by B once, so it 

will be every time A occurs. 

The child is egocent.ric, and he cannot see things 

as from another's vievipoint, but only as. they, relate to 

himself. Coltham uses the term "unidirectional" of this 

se'lf-centredness, as the normal implicationpf selfishness 

is not appropriate in this context.(15) 

In the "intuitive" stage, from mental ages 4 - 7 

appr'lximately, the child for,:ls id eas impressionistically. 

He is d:ependent upon the perceptual field and makes his, 

conclusions only from what he sees. This is related to 

the earlier egocentrism - he :believes' only what he can see, 

and· "centres" on one d imensiol'l or relationship of an 

object at a time. If he se-:;s a large sheet of paper screwed 

up into a tiny. ball, lacking the abilitY to "reverse" the 

process and "conserve quantity" he cannot erasp that the 
'. 

quantity of paper is still the same, and concludes that it 

is smaller .. The skill of conservation of quantity L1 

crucial for the child to be able to reason and for reasoning 

powers, to develop. Another essential skill is that of 

"decentring, " no longer fixing his attention on only one 

dimension. 

At about mental age 7 the child passes into the 

"concrete operations" stage. His thinking changes; as he· 
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hegins. to perform logical o.perations upon the thines. 

perceived. He barns to conserve, to recognise that an 

obj ect is still quantitatively the same irrespecr~ive of 

d·imensional. transformations. He learns to decentre. It 

becomes. possible for himto organise the information supplied 

by his environment, as his heavy reliance on visual 

perception diminishes. His behaviour is more purposive 

and he, shows; an ability to classify material relative to 

a given criterion. 

Operations are "co"lCrete" at this stage because, 

while the child· is moving 'towards the formation of valid' 
• 

concepts, his thinking i'3 still dependent upon perceptual 

fac.ts· which he can see, or which can be imaged' in the mind. 

He has; not reached that level of abstraction where c·ri teria 

for classification need not be perceptible through the 

senses. His, reasoning and conolusions depend on firs,t-hand 

expe:r·ience. He would aere6J with the statement "all adults 

can read" if all the adults·.vithin his experience could 

read: he would not think of the possibility that some 

adults could not. 

From mental age 11, or about there, a child becomes 

ca!Jable, of more subtle levels of reasoni.ng, which are 

called "formal operations." At this level the individual 

can reason hypothetico-d eductively.-, following the form .... of 

an argumentf'rithout needing the presence, of material evidence, 

and can set up hypotheses and test them to deduc.e solutions' 

from a ranee of possible alternatives. Abstract concepts, 

like honesty, justice, cruelty, can now be properly formed 
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in his mind. 

Cognitive growth is to a large extent a matter of 

learning. EVerything that happens in the life of a child, 

inside and outside school, affects the process for good or 

ill. The mind is believed to have an inborn tendency to 

order perceptions into concepts, but it is experience which 

provides the material on which the mind works' to form 

concepts. The process is cumulative, each new experience 

be>ing tested against existing schemata for the '.-purpose of 

adapting to the new experienc.e. 

Piaget ' s framework clearly has· considerable 

implications for the· formal education process, for teachers 

and for those: who service education - librarians, writers, 

publishers •. Bearing in mind that conc'ept development is, 

related to intellec·tual growth and not to chronological 

age, curriculum planners will attempt to link Vlork in a 

progressive way with the gradual unfolding. of concept

forming skills. The organisation of schools can be based 

more on stages of intellectual growth. ' The JUddle School 

spans· the period of transition from concrete to formal 

o.perations, and allo'lls for the different rates of progress 

of different children. For some children the chan3e 

direct from priftlal'Y school to secondary school can be 

c1istLlrbing, even traumati.c, if different styles of teaching 

impose: demands for I$Ihich they are' not yet ready. For th::'s 

reason it has been suggested that, where middle school 

arrangements are not in operation, primary achool methods: 

should continue for the f·.irst two years. 
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Piaget eXfu~ined the structure of concept growth. 

other researchers have been concerned to study the mechanics 

of concBpt attainment, to seek to learn how the mind 

responds to problems and solves them. While normal hwnans· 

uS.e adaptive behaviours, mostly without conscious application, 

the teacher~as the opportunity of affecting and encouraging 

behaviol.J.rs. If he understands the mechanics of the process 

he can pro:vide the learning situations; which will best 

ad:vance it, by the choice of materials and of the methods; 

he uses and asks· hispupils to use. 

Notable researches in this area are those by 

Vygotsky, (16) who inves;tigatedthe relation betwe'ln language. 

attainment and thought pro cesses, and Bruner, ( 17, 18) who 

sought to discover the routes followed by the mind in 

adapting existing concepts to new situations·. Bruner has, 

perhaps been the most influential, chiefly through !1is 

attention to the structure of the educative process and 

the means of achieving the desired ends., . The general aim 

of education remains the same. In Bruner's words, ,,: 

"education should serve as a means oi:-training ",ell-balanced 

ci tizens for a democracy. ,,( 19) The accent now is on the 

effective presentation of subject matter, with concern for 

structure as well as coverage. 

The importance of structure is'in the matter of 

rela tionships of id eas'. 

"Grasping the struc·ture of a subj ect is und erstand ing 

it, in a way that permits many other things to be 

related to it meaninsfully. To learn structure, 



in short,is to learn how things are related. n( 20) 

.Gareth Jones contends that 

and that structure is a scientific 

history has no "structure n 

, 21) 
concept;-\ Nevertheless, 

Bruner seeks relationships and one would think that there 

is a sufficient coherence about history for a structured 

syllabus to be achieved. 

Learning 5.s meant to serve us in the future. It 

should not only take us to a certain position, but should 

help us to take further steps more easily. Specific 

- transfer of training refers to the application of new 

skills to other tastes wh:i.ch are very similar. it amounts; 

to little more than the learnins and use of what are 

commonly called 'skills.' The second kind of learning 

. which has future value is non-specific transfer of training, 

and. this involves the: learning and transfer of principles 

·and a-i;titudes rather than skills. This type of transfer 

Bruner considers central to '~he educational pro.cess. 

Learning aeems to have three aspec;tsl 

(a) the acquisition of new knowledge, which may supplement 

or contrad ict learning already gained; 

(b) transformation, which "comprises the ways we deal with 
. (?2) 

information in order to go beyond it; 11 ~ 

(c) evaluation, deciding whether our new generalisation 

is adequate to the task. 

A lot of a child I s evaluations are n0;t susceptible 
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to rigorous testing by the teacher. It is easy enough 

for a teacher to tell a child what the correct, evaluation 

of. new information is" but the child has to reconcile it 

with past learning and existing concepts, and in some 

cases· a child could not meaningfLllly arrive at the: "correct tl 

evaluation from his own experience •. This gives: greater 

ur&ency to the, design of the learning situation. 

Bruner's "theory of instruction" (23) has four 

main features: 

1. It should specify the experiences which would most 

effectively predispose' the child towards learning. 

2. It must specify. the ways in wbbh a body of k'.lowledge 

should be struc,tured for the most ready learning bJ 

by the pupil. 

3. The most effecti~e sequences of presentation of new 

material must. be s:pecified. 

4. The nature and pacing of rewards: and punishments. 

Gagne writes of the "events:" of inst~uc:tiori. ( 24) 

Instruction to him means the aontrol of the external 
'. 

events in the learnir:g situation, events which are 

manipulated by the teacher. Amongst these are gaining the 

pupil's' attention and controlling it, stating obj ectives, 

presenting a new task, linking it with previous learning 

and giving guidance and appraisal, and giving practice 

in the use of the newly-acquired skill. Lucas gives- an 

interesting scheme, based on Gagne's events, for evaluating 

text-books, (25)the principles of which could be applied 

to more types-of material used in teaching. 
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liIeans of moving children to learn, and of 

harnessi~g their natural curiosity also occupy the minds: 

o.f psychologists and teachers. One of the most useful 

conditions for promoting concept attainment, and perhaps 

the most significant one from the' point of view of this: 

present study, is the active participation of the child 

in the learning process. The fact is no recent discovery. 

In 1923 Reid wrote of 

" ••• the growing recognition of the facts that 

children learn best. by doing, and that the teachers' 

business is less: to teach a subj ect than to teach 

their pupils how to teach themselves. II( 26) 

In Piaget' s view concept formation arises from 

the int ernalisa tion of actions by memory, image:ry or 

symbolic language. To encourage the building up of 

schemata practical exposure to concrete situations should 

. encourag ed. Co 1 tham (27) shows clearly howphildren learn 

by doing, and how this approach provides. motivation, and 

the' satisfac:tiion of achievement, and employs a child' 
of 

natural curiosity and love,discovery. 'She draws attention 

to another very important aspect of participation, the 

• • 

necessi.ty fo'r children to share ideas \Vi th each other. 

" ••• it is all too -Jasy for adults receiving a 

child's explanations to assume that he is under-

standing at the same level as themselves and to fill. 

in any missing links in a chain of reasonLns as 

though they had been express.ed, whereas they may 

w6'll be absent. Fac:ed' with his peers, a child 

receives no such concessions and his attempts' to 



communicate will be challenged, so forcing him to 

classify his ideas and to seek the words and phrases 

which will convey more exactly what he wants· to 

say. n (28) 

PS,ychologj"cal limitations, in the teaching of history 

The foregoing brief and selective ac:count of 

educational psychology gives the background for the 

teaching of history. 

History is often seen as a difficult subj(~t to 

teach to children. History can only be deduced; from the 

evidence, but young learners find difficulty in grasping 

the ideas of bias in the evioence. 

Most of the evidence is about the activities of 

adults, and most of these activities ace ou.tside the 

experience and environment of the child. "It has been said 

·that history requires a knowledge of life. If this ~,s t1:'Ue, 

then the sixteen-year-old can only have reached a staging 

po st. ,,( 29) Mor(Jover, the language need,ed for the id eas 

of the subj ect is often at too high a level M' abstraction 

for children, to ·comprehend. The late de~opment in uhildren 

of a sense of time is anothAr hindrance. In the survey 

mentioned above (30)one respondent noted that as children 

have little concept of time before l3i years the teachir~ 

of history in the middle school years was of little value. 

On the other hand, Mays, and others, can see no reason 

for not teaching history to young children. It can be 

taught, and must be 'taught well, she argues. A sense of 



historical time can be fostered as one goes; along, seizing 

opportunities as they arise, using concepte familiar to the 

child. Mays suggests a "time-clock," a chronological "road," 

or measuring time by the age of the average grandfather -

e.g. the eighteenth century began five grandfathers ago! (31) 

. Res.earch has; cast doubts on the validity of the; 

ages which Piaget suggest for th<.l beginning of each s.tage 

of cognitive growth. Hallam concludes (32)from an 

experiment of his own and from the research of others that 

le.gical thinking of most 15 year-olds is at a lower level 

than Piaget supposed, and that most secondary school 

children under 15 and fossibly under 16 will be at the 

. c04ncrete operations stage €.s far as History in 

Another survey, by Honeybone, (33)draws; mu.ch the 

. conclusion. 

coru. '3rned ~ 

same 

Selec:tion of the historical e1l'idence: to which 

chD_1ren will be exposed ought clearly to recognise the 

differences in thinking at the concrete and formal operations 

levels. If children_are still at the concrete operations 

l'evel, sources w!.ll be used for the extracting and gathering 

of fs.cts about a situation. Margaret Dryant says that for 

8 - 13 year-olds, iconic representation, which is a feature 

at this stage, calls for a history "saturated with images -

the touch, sights, sounds, smells and movements of the past.(~ 

Interpretaion and evaluation of the sou.rces will b-elong 

to the realm of formal operations. Davies, however, 

disagrees with this.(35) The junior school child should 

be,given some experience of history as a study of evidence, 



and· with guidance he will beginto acquire the skill of 

interpreting evidence, though his insight and powers of 

judgment will still be at a simple level. Her view is 

's~pported by Blyth, (36)who stresses'; the importance of 

::l:>. 

"guided discovery." He postulates a number of key concepts 

for organising subject matter in such a way as to be signif

icant, amongst them values and beliefs, consensus I conflict, 

similarity I difference, and causality. While these are 

too genera17figure in a child's thinking directly, they 

can be used to guide the choice of material in such a way· 

all to build up ideas constructively. His concern is with 

the Schools Council History, Geography and Social Sciences 

8 - 13 Project. 

Some materials will be susceptible to a range of 

operations and can be used with different age groups. 

The presence of "(l";oncrete" obj ects will not· necessarily 

support concrete operations, if understanding their 

sigrd.ficance requires the use of mental operations s.t the 

formal level. This applies, for instance, to certain 

museum exhibits. 

Small group work has a valuable place in history 

teaching. Social interaction makes a contribution to 

the practising of adaptive behaViours, as children make and 

discuss propositions about the task befoJ:'e them. It has 

been found that':at all stages of learning a small group 

with a well-defined problem to ponder provides a profitable 

learning situation. 
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Teaching by objectives 

Some note must now be taken of another important 

fa~tor affecting the teaching of history. In recent years 

a good deal of energy has· gone into a wave @f curriculum 

reform, iUfluenced chiefly by the work of Bloom and his 

associates .. (37) 

Hol t (38) showed how important it is to r.emind 

ourselves; constantly about objectives and rethink methods, 

to avoid the trap~thavine means become end·s in themselves. 

Bruner's call for a curriaulum reflecting the 

structure of subje~ts. tal:ght ru:.turally leads to a discussion 

of the educational objectives; upon which a curriculum 

should be erected. His famous principle that 

'ifllly subjeat can be taught effec.tively in some 

intelle~tually hone.'Jt form to any child at any 

stage of development,,(9) 

tak&s' a structured curriculw~ for granted. 

The Bloom Taxonomy of educational objectives 

comprehends the total development of the ohild in suggesti~ 

objectives. A subject-independent classification of 

edu~ational abilities within the three domains of human 

experience was proposed. The "domains" are 

(a) the cognitive, dealing with activities of the intellect, 

i.e. knowing, comprehending, applying, analysing, 

synthesising, judging, . translation and extrapolation~ 

(b) the affective domain, having to do with feelings, 

emotions,· and attitudes, and includes attention, 
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participation, interest, involvement, and other 

attitudes; 

Cc) the psychomotor domain, which is concerned with 

prac,tical skills, and has not yet been fully explored 

by Bloom et al. 

Gagne classifies; the learning domains into five 

categories: motor skills, verbal information, inte11e;ctua1 

skills, cognitive strategies, and attitudes .• (40) 

The; impact of Bloom's work has been great in this; 

country, and curriculum reform has aimed at giving balanced 

attention to all domains .. 

"Mos,t schools give more weight to activities. with 

a strong cognitive content; the affective and the 

:p~ychomotor areas seem to come off worst. These 

weightings reflect . '~he history and tradii tion of 

education in this; country as much as any curricular 

decision. It is apparent that, there; cannot be a 

"right" answer b/,lt there can be no doubt that in 

the middle years those schools thought to provide 

examples· of prac;tice worth imitating ensure that 

cogni tive objects are never achieved at the expens.e 

of unfavourable affective outcomes. To put the point 

more directly, good schools donnot purchase rapid 

intellectual adVance at the expense of long-term 

emotional attitudes. 11(41) 

The Schools' Council History, Geography and So cial 

Science 8 .. - 13 Project placed emphasis on the 



~fec,tive side 00' a child's. development, on attitudes, 

values, motives" belief, and the development of empathy. 

W:aplington comments wryly on teachers who ask questions 

beginning "Imagine you were ••• 11 when in fact they want 

factual detail. ( 42) 
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Imagination is a valid ingredient of the historian's 

thinking. Duckworth called it lIa form of controlled 

creativity.(43) For less able' children it is a valuable 

tool, and they enjoy history which requires use of the 

imagination. 

The Bloom Taxonomy is very generalised a',ld need 

not delay us longer. A simplified framework s:pec'ifically 

designed for History has been drawn up by Coltham and Fines& 44) 

ThEl' framework is, as; follows. 

A.. A tti tud es towards the stud,Y of history 

1. Attend iug 

2. Responding 

,3. Imagining 

R.Nature of th8 discipline 

'1. Nature of the information 

2. Organising procedures 

3. Products-

C. Skills and abilities 

1. Vocabulary acquisition 

2. Reference skills 

3. Memorisation 

4. Comprehension 

5. Translation 
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6. Analysis. 

7. Extrapolation 

8. Synthesis; 

9. Judgment and evaluation 

10. Communication skills 

D. Educational outcomes of stud;! 

1. Insight 

2. Knowledge of values' 

3. Reasoned judgment. 

This. list is not sequential in its effect: on the 

child and the s,ections A - Dare conneated in a circular 

fashion, represented by' the authors aa;: 

-- -- B , 

---+--~~1~ 
/ ./ 

" ...... 

The affective behaviours; in section A are all 

wiln1ng behaviours and the motivation of children to 

willing learning of history is an obj ective which is a 

prerequisi te of the successful pursuit of the others. 

These behaviours are capable of being nurtured by the 

t.eacher, while control of 'them remains with the children. 

The behaviours are necessary for effec,tive learning of 

history at all s,tages; and they are dependent upon 

encounters with the matGTials of history. They may appear 

at different levels of intensity according to the age of 

the children, but age is not the only factor. 

"Teachers' experience also suggests that most 
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material can arouse the required behaviours at 

a satisfactory level of intensity at any age 

according to the s,pec-ific aspect examined and the 

depth to which study is taken. 11 (45) 

At a short course for the discusston of the 

Coltham and Fines, objectives, in 1973, analysis of a worlc 

card showed many of the objectives. None wer,e) :rregarded 

as; too sophisticaj;ed for primary children as long as, 

material was effectively structured. (46) 

Derricott, presents a table of objectives for a 

c,ross-disciplinary course for middle school children, as 

part of the Schools Council History, Geography and Social 

Science 8 - 13 Projec:t. (47) The Project isolates: the 

intellectual, social and 'physical skills to be learned, 

and th~~ersonal qualities to be generated; and fostered. 

A full lis.t of these is giVen as: an appendix to this: 

dissertation. 

Taxono:rries are welcomed as an,aid to teaching, 

but caution has been advised, lest they becon.e another 

form of tyranny rather than aid. The com:o.ents of Booth (48) 

are especially noteworthy, He is in favour of taxonomies, 

but ••• 

IIHistory, in the last resort, is; and our duty 

should be to initiate children into this 

particular sphere of learning. such in.i tiation 

should not, in the first instance, be motivated 

by the hope (O)f increasing the children's verbal 
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fluency, their powers of analysis and interpret

ation, or their imagination. Nor should it stem 

initially from the desire to build up in children 

a critical awareness of the controversial nature 

of history. What we must emphasise is the extra 

dimension which an understanding of history can 

give, an experience which is of value in its- own 

right and which enables; man to become more truly 

himself. n 

The New Hia;tcir.y 

Th& cumulative effect, of the work _of Bruner, Bloom, 

Gagne and Coltham and Fines has been the emergenc:e of what 

is, known as: the New History. Another element, the argument 

of relevance to the child, has come from the social science 

quarter,and this has been one factor leading to the 

teaching of contemporary history and "family histor.r," 

and the use of the environment as a teaching medium. Ben 

Jones- gives an adequate statament of what the New History 

involves. 

"The New History lays less emphas:is on content and 

more on the proc-ess of learning. Immediately, two 

advances are effected --improving the motivation 

for learning in the late years of s€condary education, 

and relieving the younger children of the tedium of 

making pretty pictures, to no great purpose. 11(49) 

An opinion as recent as 1974 is that too much of 

the history teaching received by 8 - 13 year-olds is 

concerned with specifics, "In the pantomime of history 
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we see tOGD much of the three ugly sisters - Chronology, 

Content and Coverage, and too little of Olio herself." (50) 

High on the totem pole of the New History is the 

graven image of the "Enquiry Method, 11 ( although this, as 

we have seen, is no new thing.) 
~ 

"Through it, the young and developing mind is'~led 

to acquire information and perceive relationships, 

to draw conclusions and make extrapolative leaps -

not in any haphazard fashion, but through material 

that is tightly structured and presented either 

as an explicit problem or as a predetermined 

. sequence. The c~1ild is thus taught .the skills 

of the historian and comes to think historically, 

not merely to regurgitate data and ready-made. 

conclusions. 11 (51) 

Gareth Jones urges that the methods used by 

historians should be used from time to time at least, to 

avoid bordeom and give the pupil the excitement and 

enjoyment which a serious stUdent of history knows.(52) 

The teacher's role requires a balance between 

aut!10ri ty and encouragement of the child's individuality, 

and his teaching must now be a' blend of direction, guidance 

and, laissez-faire. (53) Innovations in assessment have had 

to be made, since the essence of assessment is the 

determination of how well educational objectives 'have been 

achieved. The teacher mus,t be more involved as an assessor, 

and we' noted movements towa:::.'ds more internal assessment in 



G.C.E. and C.S.E. syllabuses·. Assessment mus.t vary in form 

to tap a wider range of pupils' abilities. 

The skills learned in history are applicable to 

other branches of knowledge, which makes history a source 

of a fine education. Hallam feels that amongst all the 

values of a study of his.to.ry, its 

that of an intellectual activity. 

h'lghest form is "surely" 

( 54) 

Not everybody is convinced about the newer methods· 

of teaching and assessment. While Micbael Gibson ,-;ould 

only allocate 50% of 0 Level history marks to facts;, and 

the. re,st to argument, organisation and literary 'Jtyle, 

he quotes from one group of examiners who said: 

"Once you depart from this. measure /!actual 

knowledg~, once you start trying to give· marks 

for 'historical judgment,' imagination, 

understanding, even the ability to use evidence, 

you will soon find your standards in hopeles~ 

confusion, subject to a series of whims and 

fanc ies. ,,( 55) 

Since he wrote. that, however, :several schemed for G.C.E. 

history, incorporating New History ideas, have been 

introduces. Roberts descr:i.bes· one such course, firmly 

related to the Coltham and Fines objectives. (56) 

Reference has been made. to the increase in cross-

disciplinary studies, particularly the use of th~ environ-

ment as' a teaching medium, and the widespread growth of 

project work. We noted that these phenomena were not new, 
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but have venerable antecedents. No more need be said 

about them here, beyond reminding ourselves that when in 

the next chapter we, look at the place of archives and 

local materials in the teaching of history both "history" 

and "local history" will cover a range of experiences and 

applications. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE PLACE OF ARCHIVES AIi'D LOCAL HISTORY 

So far, in attempting to determine the place of 

archives and local history in education, we have seen 

that their use was primarily in the teaching of history, 

and is increasingly used here, but also that history is 

taught in cross-disciplinary approaches to education. 

It is. clear aloo: that local materials in education are 

not solely historical in the narrowest sense. 

In the last chapter 1'Ie, saw in outline some of 

the forces at work fOrfuing the character of history 

teaching in relation to general educational principles 

and object.ives. In this chapter we, shall venture an 

assessment of the function of archives and local history 

in meeting the aims and objectives of history teaching 

as. defined earlier. The chapter includes a represent8.tive 

sur\,ey of ways' in which teachers employ these aids; to:> 

their teaching. 

Not all c.f the source materials used in teaohing 

are' of course local in origin or interest. In deliberately 

restricting the scope of this enquir-s to local histrry 

sourc,es the Use of other sources is not overlooked. It 

may be observed, though, that local sources are very 

substantially employed, chiefly because of their accessibility. 

Discussion of the source method in general allows. the 

extrac,tion of general principles applicable to the 

materials of our enquiry. 



Local history has a great potential for 

introducing vividness and reality into history, by providing 

illustrations and by reference to children's own experience 

and to their ovm locality. 

Gillian preston'(l)approves; of local history 

because it has its inherent excitements and imposes a 

certain discipline. It has the virtue of helping history 

appear relevant to the pupils. A 1966 Schools Council 

report showed that a very high proportion of children 

leaving s,chool at 15 found history useless and boring. 

Local history can be the key for adding interest, as' 

children respond to thet'famjliar things of their own 

environment. The teacher must have cogent reasons for 

using local history, well thought out in relation to 

general history. The Department of Education and Science 

also insisted that the use of archives and local history 

should have a particular aim in view, (2) though it is: 

unlikely now that many teachers would involve their pupils 

in it for its own sake. 

Moorsom wants' local history to be presented e.s 

" ..• a living subject, with the aim of showing 

the pupils that they, although they mayne,ver 

have realised it, are links in a process' which 

has roots in the past, vitally affects the present 

and forms the mold of tha future. 11 (3) 

Douch cautions teachers to remember that children's 

horizons are very limited; they should be sure tha.t what 
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they think is "local" is "local ll to the pupils. (4) 

The. use of documents 

Fines; supported the documentary approach on' the 

grounds that "documents not only illustrate our history, 

but actually contain it in it.s very purest form," and 

enable, us to exercise our minds on something that. is 

a uthentically of the past we study. (5) Jones and 

Watson counsel tb..at the use of archives ShOllld have some 

permanent value and not be me-rely "the gaudy wrappings' of 

the 1970s, with which the teacher tries to disguise the 

bitter pill of history." (6) For Joan Blyth, use' of 

documents "satisfies' some of the criteria of what good 

teaching should give to the Junior child by the end of 

his. course; an interest in the past, recognition of the 

dQfference between truth and falsehoOd through using 

eVidence, the idea of change and the broad divisions of 

historical time ••• " (7) She also refers to the 

"untlxpGcted thrill'" afforded by the sight, smell, and 

·feelof inventories, indentures and charters with seals. 

On the relation of local history to national 

history, Lloyd believes that "the better informed that 

the student is about national histary the better equipped 

he is to apprOach that of his present surroundings," (8) 

a view endorsed by Moorsom. (9) 

Documents are also used for the very good reason 

that they are necessar.)f to the development of h.istorical 

skills, included amongst the objectives. of the New History •. 
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Giles. and Neal think that command over historical ma~erial 

is an inescapable requirement of historic~i study, sinqe 

"real understanding 11 requires. ability to collect, dLscuss 

and evaluate eVidence.(lO) 

"To obtain this: historical understanding the 

child must become a prac.tising historian; and 

here we are: brought back to the fi~m ground of 

history's methodology. First, and most important, 

the child must learn to comprehend and evaluate 

source materiaL;. What is clear is that, 

whether we deal with junior or senior pup:ls, 

it is possible to teach the elements of historical 

analysis', and to show children the. joys, .. doubts 

and difficulties which confront the writer of 

history. 11 (11) 

As Douch concludes, "Local history is sounrJ 

historically, educationally lind' psychologically. 11 (12) 

Margaret Bryant showed that; historical method does ~·iO.t 

change its nature, although it might become more complex 

and sophistica·~ed. The essential method can be introduced 

in the c'lassroom at all ages. The teacher must teach 

real history, but it need not at all levels be mature 

history. (13) All the ways, too, in which the profes.sional 

historian uses documents are capable of being translated 

into educational objectives •. 

A factor in the educational use of sources' is 

selection. Looking at a document must be related to a 

definite purpose in consulting it, and to the analysis 
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which is expected as a result. Selec·tion, it is: almost 

a truism to say, ought to be tied directly to aims, and 

~ttention has to be paid to the child's age, level of 

sophistication and level of ability. Selection will be 

discuss:ed. further when we. consider archive teaching un:ilE. 

Discovery 

To Healy, discovery is an antidote to the 

dispensing of facts. 

"Dis-education is the numbing and eroding of a 

child's: intelligence and imagination which comes 

from his being for~.ed' to accept prediges:ted ideas' 

.and to carry out work which has to him either 

no significance at all, or, worse still, a 

negative significance as something distast;eful 

'~r repellant." (14) 

The meeting of some objectives requires; guided 

discovery in the ~lassroom (and outside it, sometimes), 

or what Vlhi tfield calls "stage-managed heurism." (15) This 

gives: due atten'aon to both the child as participant and 

to the teacher as authority. Several writers have 

concluded that thediscovery method works.best when there 

is genuine collaboration, v.'hen the teacher is genlJ_inely 

ignorant about a topic, and his "lot's find out together" 

is a reality. The use' of one's own knowledge to "stimulate 

interest" can sometimes widen the gap between teacher 

and pu.pil. ( 16) 

The heuristic method, like so many features of the 
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N"e;'/ History, is in essence not a new idea. As early as 

. ( 17) 
1907 it was reported. as being in recent Qse. Advocates 

believed that "the only trQe path of instrQction is the 

pa.th of the discoverer or the researcher." One danger 

of the method, as applied to the Qse of documents', is 

that it may introdQce so many variables that pupils are 

overwhelmed and prodQce ill-arranged copied work. (18) 

There is ample evidence, thoQgh, that if the process is 

carefully controlled it has enormous value. 

Environmental stud ies·. 

Notably since· the late 1950s there has been a 

SQrge of teaching which uses the children's, environment 

. (19) 
as a "vehicle of learning." . We are chiefly concerned 

here with "environmental stud ies}' in primary and secondary 

education, where the environment is not stUdied for its: 

own sake. A useful definition is that by Melville Harris, 

Director of the Schools Council Environmental Studies 

Project; 

"I regard it as an edQcational approach available 

to a te~cher based QPon direct experience of the , 

environment. Through SQch experiencE' a wide range 

of study and commQUication skills can be 

developed by the children. 11 (<:0) 

Environmental stQdies cannot be taught to primary 

and early secondary children as a·:."sQbject. 11 Young 

chiidren in particule.r are used. to their environment as an 

integrated whole. They haven't developed the concept of 

subject division; this awareness of conventional divisions; 

~------. ---~--. 
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is somethtng which grows through activity. It is 

theoretically possible to base primary school teaching 

entirely on the environment, but most teachers use it 

alongside the oonventional methods of teaching. Wood 

describes how imaginative use of the environment can be 

used to teach mathematics to infant and junior children. ( 21) 

Watts feels· that the use of the' environment in 

this way is.: inappropriate for the 6 - 7 year-old. At this. 

age children ar91 having emotional difficultiea;, wb5.ch are 

better accomilloda ted in the sympathetic classroom than 

in the' uncomprehending neighbourhood.' From the point of 

view of cognitive d e\l:il.opment, the children are: L1. the 

pre-opeTational stage. They find it difficult to "see" 

the neoighbourhood or reason 8:JOU tit. Small child ren are 

just beginning to categorise, so they can be overwhelmed 

by the environment.(22) 

Another aspect is expressed by Unstead, referring 

to history in particular, " •• .. the case to make local 
'. 

history the starting point for young children cannot 

bear C10S91 examination. Young children are ~sually ~uch 

less aware of the surroundings which they pass on their 

way to school than many people have supposed." (23) 

He goes; on to say that they can be made more aware of 

their locality by teaching them to look about them and 

see familiar things. in a new way. 

For the next few years the average child is in 
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the "latency period," emotionally more stable' than the 

infant or the adolescent. Cogni tively, they are' capable 

qf concrete operational thinking. This, says Watts:, is 

the time for a three year course in environmental studies'. 

The 8 - 11 year-old can transfer concepts learned in 

school to the neighbourhood environment and make some 

sense of these concepts and of the neighbourhood. 

Numerous advantages to be gainedi in environmental 

education have been postulated and demonstrated, in terms 

of skills learned, personal d ellelopment of the child 

and educational objectives ,achieved. The,following 

summary is a composite one ~'om se1i:eral sources. (24 - 2.7) 

Children learn to handle reference me,terial. 

They learn to use media and forms of communication 

other than books, e.g. pictorial and map forms, making 

comparisons possible. 

Classifying and identifying material and data. 

Recogni tion of values and: clas:sification of concepts, in 

order to develop the skills, and attitudes: necessary 

to und erstand the interrelatedness of' man and his: 

environment. 

Experwent1ng, disc:oveTing fo r himself. Cognitive 

development, reasoning, I-'"t'o blem-solving. 

- Social skill, because work is often done outside the 

school, and this helps bridge the gap between school 

and socie;ty. 

So oial skills includ e learning to work as part· of a 

small group, the exercise: of seeing the relevance of 

one's own work to the work of the group. 
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- Dr.proved expression, resulting from listine, read;ing, 

writing,outside school. 

- Some teachers use the environment successflllly to 

stimulate imaginative and creative work - stories', 

poens" models, painting. 

Referring back to statements of objectives', and 

especially those identified for history, it will be seen 

that environmental studies is an admirable means of 

meeting most of them, if not all. Of some importance are 

t.i.ia gains made' in the affective domain. Self-confidence 

and' self-reliance; are learnej. The children have practice 

in de~ision making and self-formulation of a code of 

behaViour. 

"Here we Bre saying that we ca=t reach our goal 

'by an authoritarian, dogmatic layine do\v.n of 

moral codes. We are accepting the need for 

pupils: to be involved in making their O\v.n 

decisions and their own standards. II( 28) 

It is agreed in primary schools. that the relation

ship of a child ·~o his environment is the :tbundation 

for many of the val~es; which a child will keep throug~ 

life. The· Hadow Report commented tl~at, "ideas which 

cannot be- related to the child's life and experience 

soom cease to have any attraction whatsoever, and the work 

tends; to become valueless druggery [si<iJ which kills. all 

d es.ire for, and interest in, the subj ect. 11 (29) 

History in environmental stud ies. 

Because this enqlliry lies particulurly in the 



area of history we must ql.j.ickly consider the p~aca of 

history in environmental education. 

In 1929 the Council of the Historical Association 

recommend'ed that children"s surroundings should: be utilised 

to help them realis e their links with the past, and "the 

child's interest in environment should be; carefully 

fostered." (30) 

To Tate, a pioneer in the use of local studies: 

wi th scilioolciliildren, the environment wae "a ready made 

and 

own 

inexpenoive' historical 

doorst~p. 11 (31) 

-

laboratory on its ~he school' ~ 

To a suggestion that environmental studies must 

not be dominated by historians, but should be carried out 

by prac;tical men wi th mud on their boots~ Agar rapl"ted: 

"It is very doubtful whether any aspect of the 

environment within the British Isles can in fact 

be comprehended without re~erence to the activities 

of man, in a his.torical context.'" (32) 

The, attitude of man to his environment, he continues:, is: 

conditioned by his historicaJ.. experience. This has, a 

profound effec:t on the environment itself. The urbap, 

environment in particular is a creation of man, and needs 

historical explanation. 

. . 
Andain and Johnson show what a close' relationship 

exists: between history and geography. (33) Some of the 

skills involved are similar;. methods and ma1terials have 
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a lot in common; a flexible approach to cater for mixed 

abilities is possible. 

In environmental education there is clearly a lot 

of scope for the us~ of local historical materials. It is 

in this context that "local history" appears to be too 

limi ted a term and "local studies," recogniaing the breadth 

of the teaching approach is more appropriate. 

Environmental studies at higher levels, from upper 

secondar~r level upwards, is approached differently. By 

this stage the skills sought by educational objectivtls 

are presumed to hawe bet.'n learned, and are applied to 

study of the environment as a subject in its own right. 

Syllabuses vary, but "urban Stud ies" and historical aspects 

of environment appear in some, and local history is 

employable in these, . s:tudics. 

Archiv$ teaching units 

Tlie first experimental archive teaching units; 

were begun by the University of Sheffield Institute of 

Education in 1957, the phrase being coined by G.R.Batho. 

At that time history teaching still required a relentless 

COi-:.cern with facts and gereralisations, and archive teaching 

units were a reaction against this. Units have since: 

been produced in ever-increasing numbers from a gr-a-Wing 

ranee of sources, even commercial publishers - the famous; 

Jackdaw series began in 1963 and units have been' produced 

'c0vering many topics. Not all of these are on purely 

historical themes and few are, on "local" topics. 
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This,type of teaching ,aid has flourished because 

the clilnate of the new outlook and methods in teaching 

has, created a need which these units have partly been able 

to fill. Theyhelp introduce children to historical method, 

by providing some of the materials of history. "Whatever 

history is, it is concerned with evidence and time," writes 

Wake. (34) Devi tt says, of Jackdaws, "... children can 

enjoy the experience of making up their own minds about 

the evidence and discuss their conclusions with others:.1I (3S) 

There are variati.cns, on the basic idea. Some 

include work cards and schemes for use of the documents. 

Others include material other than documents. McKay (36) 

uses the term "work unit" to describe someth1Lng betwE:an 

a project; and an archive teaching unit. The lUlit provides; 

some: material to work from, some guidance and instruction, 

and some questions and tasks for pupils; to do. The;)," allow 

a ch~,ld, once he has got started, to proceed a't h:is own 

pa<!e. Honeybone and some c(.lleagues at a teachers I centre 

in Grantham producedl a teaching lUlit about a local canal, 

inc·luding a handbook, a film-strip, sltdes, maps, 

documents, text-book:), non-documentary m.:tterials, a SOLL'ld 

recording, suggestions for work and other it.ems. (37) 

Despite their widespread use, archive tea~hing 

lUli ts have attractedl some misgivi.ngs. The original 

Sheffield kits presupposed that an introduCtion~Othe 

diocuments would be given, and an interpretation by formal 

teaching. The swing to the discovery method, and group 
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work has meant that kits must noVI form a source of 

information, not just illustration. certain problems, 

associated with documents are thus: more critical, s'ince 

the child is supposed to act as' "historian" himself. Jones 

and Watson (38) po:int out that appropriate documents are 

not always' intellieible or a'Ura ative to the child', and 

that; vivid documents may be of trivial value as historioal 

evidence. There' are problems of calligraphy and trans-

lation - how far can a teacher simplify without losing the 

value of the exeroise? Oa.e solution, tried at Worcester 

College of Education, was' to put in one facsimile to 

show what the'document looked l.ike, while the !~i t was: 

mos-.;ly composed of transcriptions. 

Selection of documents for inclusion is al difficult 

matter. Selection, sorting and' classifying for classroom 

use deprives the child of the real experience o:i' the issues, 

involv;ed in selection and i::terpretation. Margaret Bryant 

~:iiferil: (39)to the nature of archives, and shows that 

reproductions of ode] dQXluments do not necessarily give 

the experience of thn archive as a whole. The distinguish

ing.feature of an archive, she writes, is its· function, 

and.i the process which produced the docUJuent is important 

as eVidence, before coming to its content. Jones and 

Viatson regard selecion and some prior organisation as 

inevitable if the teacher has to cope with a large class, 

and,points out that even the professional historian wastes 
I 

a lot of time in his searches, and is glad to use the work 

of others. Selection and structure are acceptable, 

+.ho""""".p" ...... p,. ... ~ ,~. ____ ..1..1 __ __ ..L __ !_,. __ -'-~"'''' 
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to draw his own conclusions from the material, and not 

conclusions which the teacher or compiler wishes him. 

to draw. "What matters, n writes collister, "is that the

historical experience is real and sharp and vivid. 11(40) 

Batho was; concerned that teaching methods had 

outpac€d the presentation of 'units, and urged that 

rig?~rous research needs to be applied to, contents and 

format of archive units, inst eadl of the empiricism with 

which many are produced. (4l)Bayne-Jardine and Hannam urged 

attention to objectives, and deprecated the! use of archive 

uni ts and work cards because they were an attractive 

teaC'hing technique for l!Se with mixed ability groups. (42) 

It has been doubted whether children worlcing from 

the local and particular will be led towards the 

generalisations of history which provide transferable; 

useful knowledge. McCullough and Moore (43) describe 

an experiment in Canada which was designed to test the 

extnnt to which pupils using solections of documents may 

distort the conclusions of the acad emic' historian. Two 

university historians examined the test collection and 

validated the ten conclusions which it was thought 

shvuld be reached by examination of the documents bJ the 

children. The children wet'e mixed ability 10-12 year-olds'. 

The article must be read for the detailed results, but 

the study in general offeredl "cons id erable encouragement" 

for the use in this age group of stb'Jtantial document ktts. 
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PRACTICAL USES OF ARCHIV"ES AND LOCAL HISTORY 

We can now view quickly some of the reported uses; 

of archives, and local history m~rials in the teaching of 

history, environmental studies, and other crOSS-disciplinary 

approaches. The intention 1.s to illustrate what has been 

said ear]jer in general terms about the place of these 

materials in education, to show librarians something of 

the' uses to which their holdings may be put, and perhaps 

to generate some more ideas;. 

Environmental studies and industrial archaeology 

This area is important for the materials of this 

study, because of the breadth of sub,ject, coverage, the 

different levels at which the c.approach can be used, and 

the wide, range of objectives which can be met. Inaus,trial 

archaeoiogy is so similar to environmental studies in 

ita: combination of fieldwork and documentary and reference 

sources that, at the risk of outraging somebody, the two 

will for convenience be regarded here as one. 

CoOk (44) identifies four types, 'vf work which may 

be done: 

- opportunities offered by the school and its immediate 

surroundings; 

- work outside the school confines, but close enough for 

day or half-day visits; 

- .extended survey work, lasting possibly several terms,; 

- work undertaken at a distance from the school, . either 

in a field week or during school holidays. 
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stewart (45) gives some useful guidelines on 

what starting po.ints might b .. e found in most localities. 

Roots (46)stresses the need for.adequate preparation and 

foll~up. He considers fieldwork to be essential because 

it encourages: observation, presentation of material and 

c:omparison. Several writers point out the value of s'>tting 

goals, for the children - an exhibition to prepare for, a 

book to be written, or a report, or having to put their 

work in a school museum - to encourage them to work well. 

"Local surveys" began in the later 1920s, a 

locality being viewed from many angles, although the study 

cou~.d if desired be restricted to history. Short·( 47) 

neports work done by his pupils in the late 1940s, where 

certain boys were given a questionnaire to guide them in 

their efforts, to direct their enquiry and compel them 

to sort out their information. 

Sylvia Wheeler (48) gave unstreamed 9 - 10 year-olds 

an introduct:i:on to do'cumentai'y sources, staorting wi th the 

familiar environment. They made imaginative use of 

directories, printed Quarter Sessions records, maps, 

and: records of a turnpilce trust. The exercise involved 

mOGel making and ,making a frieze of the high street a 

hundred years before'. 

Model and frieze making, and exhibitions, 

are recurring examples; in the literature. 

Ames~ury (49) used copies of old broadsheets, to 
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stimulate story writing and dramatic and illustrative 

work Vlith a class of children whose social background 

did not encourage intellectual pursuits. The results 

were not always historical work, but this is valid in the 

context of environmental education. 

Arkinstall (50)took thirty Birmingham 10 - 11 

year-olds on a week's environmental stUdies. exercise at 

the Stansfield Country Studies; Centre at Headington. 

An interesting feature was the help of local experts, 

including one from Oxford City Library. Dickie( 51) found 

a simlilar course in Scotland useful, noting pa~ticularly 

the way in which teachers from different disci}Jlines; 

worked together • 

. Industriaa archaeology was tried on 11 - 12 year-

olds. in Scotland. It was observed that pupil confidenCE! 

and: re.sourc;efulness developed considerably, and certain 

cognitive objectives were r',3.lised:.(52) Holder (53)lladi a 

group of C.S.E. children restore a water mill instead of 

doing an individual topic each, and assessed it by having 
'. 

the results written IIp as an industrial flrchaeology report. 

Sixth forms can cover a wide ability range, as 

Waddington-Feather diSCOVered, and project work was found 

to be· the answer. He mentions good relations with the 

record office, and amongst the methods used was' the 

local studies ''walk.'' ( 54) This idea has been used 

e,lsewhere and some outstanding examples are the 

''Brumtrails 11. published by the Birminsham Urban Studies 



Centres Committee. One of these Brumtrails is in the 

fonn of questions - main proj ects and "hurry proj ects" -

and is derived: from an exercise devised by a local scouter. 

A Selly Oak trail guide was researcheil and written by 

teachers and children of a primary school, and is, a very 

impr.essive piede of work. 

Industrial archaeology has been used in sixth form 

work, too. Symonds and Shreeves: (55)tell of its use in 

a General Studies, programme and in an 'A' Level Economic 

History cours e. 

One of the mos·;; enterprising approaches to; 

environmental studies has been the use of educational 

flights. Jennings (56) surveys; the possibil1 ties:. 

Environmental education is making significant 

appearances, in the syllabuses, of external examining 

boa:i.'ds. They vary in emphasis - some are more sciehce

based thanptheri. Comparisons between one environment and 

and another, studies· of an urban enVirOl:'Jllent, and. 

population studies, are anionsst the variations. (57) 

Family histor.v 

"Teaching history backwards, 11 as this method 

is sometimes knovm, has proved an .excellent way of 

introducing young primary children to history. 

Le Fevre (58)refer~ to the natural curiosity of 

children of 6 - 7,. which can be used to encou~~ge an 
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Fines; said, (59) "The, beginning of all historical Vlork 
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is the arousal of interest in something very .specific. " 

Uorton (60) shows the value of working backwards from a 

study of a child's own environment, from the known to 

the unknown. It helps give children a "time sense," 

fixing themselves· into history as part of it. 

Family history meets all thes;e criteria. Children 

are encour€.lged to recreate the· past by drawing upon the 

miimories of their parents and grandparents. Margaret 

Wesx (61)started a project off by taking to school a 

trunk full of items which had belonged her grandmother. 

Out of school experience follc:wed and, although childl~en 

of the age of hers are supposed not to be ready for it, 

Wes·t contends that it is inevitable if the children's 

enthusiasm is not· to be dampened. Wheeler (62) speaks of . 

the, fascinatian for the- children of gathering evidenc6 on 

thej.,~ own initiative from cupboards; and lofts at hom':!,· but 

draws attention to the difficulty of maintaining: a 

structured investigation and the dange~ of superficiality. 

Steel and Taylor (63) say that H is the responsibility of , 

the· ·,·eacher to sho~the generalisations built up from a 

multitude of individual experiences, while the prima~y 

aim is to have the child eneage in a unique piece of work. 

The collecting and scrutinising of evidence by the child 

is. the· beginning of his·.torical method and discipline. 

Murphy takes this view in respect of 11 year-olds. (64) 
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Oral history has a part in tapping memories. 

A child may ask information from his parents, and grandparents, 

and grandparents: will remember something of their own 

parents and grandparents;, so four generations back may 

be laid under some cQntribution by this impqrtant 

historical technique. David Hall tells' of one such 

exercise, in which the local radio station was involved,. (65) 

Simulations 

Simulations and gaming have a wider application 

in education, not just in history. The child is i:':1.volved 

in the learning process as a player rather than as: a 

learner. History simulations may be of general history, 

but local sources are commonly drawn upon for details 

of costumes, furniture and other things. The method 

is fairly new at present, in respect of the scale· of its 

use at least. The, issues' are discussed by Milburn (66) 

and Nicho!. (67) 

Proj ect work 

Project work at all levels of ~chool is a natural 

conseqltence of the emphasis of the New Histo:ry on pupil 

involvpient and guided discovery and on the pursuit oi 

educational objectives. It answers many needs. Berdl 

Jones (68) says that a Itsubj ect It is an emotionally-charged 

expeTience. A course should noncentrate not on the content 

but on the: skills necessary to master a SUbject. With 

regard' to assessment, at C.S.E. level, project work 

relieves the candidates" memories, and allows scope for 

develO-ping an argument in as' essay. The skills gained are 
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1!isted: 

- A range of factual knowledge and illustrative material, 

with proper use of terminology, is expected. 

- A grasp is gained of categories of experience - so~ial, 

political, economic. 

- Recognition of historical trends and sequences, with 

some grasp' of ~use and effect. 

- An understanding of the material used (evaluation). 

- Ability to recognise bias and draw inferences beyond 

the material itself. 

, 
The, Schools Council claims for the C.S.E. Personal 

Topi'\) (68) a number ofoenefi ts jm the affective domain. 

The pupil has a chance to follow his own interest, and 

has, the' satisfac;tion of producing a worthwhile piece 

of work; He faces, the difficulties of presenting a 

polished piece of sustained writing and using initiative 

and originality in production, as well s.s demonstrat'ing 

seli'-discipline, in compilation and completion to a 

dead-line. Milne(70) sees: one value in it as a method of 

developing intellectual independence. ' 

When the Secondary School Examinations Council 

was foundedi in 1917, to coordinateths' School Certliice.te 

examination, the Board of Education declared th£'.t as a 

matter of principle the examination should follow the curr-

iculum and not d etennine it. Experience showed the 

revers,e hud happened. The inclusion of assessment by 

projec:t in a number of C.S.E. and G.C.E. syllabuses, is 

reversing the situation. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Miall (7l)reports a variation which helps 

c. S .E. pupils who have difficulty in expressing themselves 

in writing. They had long been encouraged to present the 

l!9sults of their reading in short talks, and "The Talk" 

became a central feature of Part 2 of their examination, 

Part 2. centring around a course: book written by the pttpil. 

The approach answers to Bruner's s·tress upon the 

verbalising of ideas to promote the development of 

und erstand ing. 

Mendum (72.)describes O.S.E. work which included 

a cours~ in museum studies, where, besides; continuously 

assllssed work, pupils pl'oduced study units containin;; 

copies of the documents used. 

The: value of proj ect work in environmental studies: 

and in history is obvious. For pupils to lido" history 

arouses the right kind of enthusiasm for the learning 

of historical skills to be possible and satisfac·torily 

achieved. There are problems attached - how to make sure 

that pupils make fulJ. and proper use, of materials, how 

far to offer guidance while still bringing a result which 

is essentially the pupil's own work - but probably good 

selection of materials is a large part of the answer. 

Local history and archives can figure in individual 

. project work, provided always that there is enoueh material 
. 
a~ailable. One of the implications for librarianship 

is to make more local materials available for schools' 

from other sources than their own collections. EVen if .......... ---------------------------------
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the topic is not basically a local one, local and national 

history have so many sources of evidence in common that 

local material will be most probably required and helpful. 

In further and higher education 

(a) In cQ.lleges of education 

A rather crucial area for the use of archives 

and local history is in the colleges of education, not 

only for the benefit of the students themselves, but also 

to inculcate in them the usefulness of this materl:::.l in 

their teaching, in the, hope that they will carry out the 

ideas in practice and take the enthusiasm with them into 

schools. Colleges should, and some do, aim the message 

at serving teachers also, and provide courses for them. 

One' informant has commented that the enthusiasm of new 

teache!l:'s can easily be quenched by unsynpathetic head or 

seni~r teachers. 

Aims Plight be summarised as encouraging students; 

along the right lines, giving them enthusiasm, to have 

a course which "significantly i:ni:luences behaviours and 

attitudes"as at Chorley, (73) and removing the assumpJ.;ion 

that a history course means ingesting knowledge for 

subsequent regurgitation. Davies (74)obse~ved that 

students were not prepared for the rigours of local 

history,nor for the demands of a prolonged piece 

of research. They showed little skill in selecting 

many 

siggificant matters. Primary source material should be 

used to avoid the "shifting of well-polished bones from 

one graveyard to another." 
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students learn, from project work, museum visits: 

and visits to record offices, excitement, enthusiasm and 

~kills of organising:,material and bibliography. Some 

have commented (at Chorley) that they bad gained a lot 

of factual knowledge, though this hadn't been the obj ective. 

(b) At universities 

The generali situation of local history in 

universities has been alluded to, and some recent introd-

uctions of courses of local history noted in the firs,t 

chapter. 

In 1974 the Oper. University entered the fringes: of 

the local histary field with two new courses on Great 

Britain 1750· - 1950: sources and historibgraphy, and 

Historical data and the Social Sciences. It has been 8. 

principle of Professor MarHick' s that the study of evidence 

is fundamental to 
J 

to history. (75) 

the Open Unive:, rsi ty' s approach 

Michael Reed (76) describes the· place 

of local history at Loughborough University, showing the 

emphasis. given to sources, primaryandvsecondary. 

_ Victor Skipp'thought that much work done with 

extra-mural and W.E.A. groups was not on creative lines: 

and amounted to little more than the transcription of 

documents.(77) This seems too sweeping a statement, for 

it is also true that a lot of excellent and mostly unsung 

work is carried out by such groups. He himself refers: to 
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the three-year ''Discoverine 11 courses, held und er the 

auspices of the Birmingham University Extra Mural 

Department, which had the aim, now common, of introducing 

participants to historical method and problems' of synthes1s 

and evaluation. Others have produced local histories for 

sale, some in inexpensive parts,. (78, 79) 

One example is recorded of local history being 

employed in a college of further education, with students 

from industry, some of whom were· adults, taking an 

industrial administration course. (80) It gave the 

s-tudents- a chance to study the forces "which threw u,,? 

their' home town,' gave names: to its streets·, po::"luted 

its rivers, and gave him a job." 

Miscellaneous practices 

Jaant endeavours in local history are not only 

educ~tionally good'practice, but may be inevitable 

whore the teacher admits thL~t neither he nor his .' .. ' 

pupils: are. equipped for breaking new historical ground. 

Peter Northeast (81)provided his 9 - 11 year-olds with 

typescript bookl.ets giving details of SOi:le aspects of 

their village's. history. Using these, and a collection 

of ref erence boo h', backed up by lessons and excursions, 

children were able to produce their oVnllllustrated books fron 

information they had searched out for themselves:. 

Buckels and Scott (82) uaed brass: ru.bbings: as a 

basis for a patch study, formine woricing -groups by 

a sociometric test based on friendship. Children's 



imaginations were believed to have been developed, 

and, particularly important was the formation of the 

attitude that history can be an enjoyable experience., 

The end-products of work done in local histo,ry 

are important, too, for the stimulus it gives to the 

children if they are provided \Vi th a target, especially 

where people outside their o\"m class or outside> the school 

will s'ee it., and for the opportunity that is given to 

share ideas with other teachers'. 

An, early post;-.war experiment at; Bremtford, aimed 

at making a revis~.on period interesting enough to encourage 

the, girls to work independently. Local history was -~l1e 

starting p~int, and this was to be related to national 
" -

history. The work done was of a high enough standard to 

inspire the compiling of a history book, edited by the 

teacher from the girls' notes. ~83) 

Film-making is; a useful exercise, involving much 

research, and itself a stimulus for the work, giving 
, 

a goal to work for. Allan Childs' artic~Le (84) is a good 

guide, and though his topic was not a local one the 

techniques can be applie~. Sheila Padley's film 

dealt with the history of education and she was able to 

use a defunct school building, the former village school. 

Actors were 12 -13 year-olds, with a few old er children 

and three students from the Berkshire College of Education. 

Local sources, including an early log-book of the school, 

were used. (85) 
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Gillian Preston (86) did a pr'Ojec:t with fourth year 

leaver girls at Gre·enwich. They concentrated on out stand-

~ng local historical events, the exercise culminating 

in a successful Pageant of Greenwich. 

Model and frieae making is a task within the 

Bco.pe· of junior children and .much good work is done. 

Birmingham's. Local Studies Library displays a frieze 

showing the changing face, of Birmingham from Anglo-Saxon 

times! to the present, done by a remedial class., and some 

remarkably fine models of historic, local buildings. 

Happer and Blyth (87) conducted some mod el making 

of the Mersey waterfront at Liverpool with a group of 

teachers" as an examp:!-e of what could be done, and as 

a demonstration of the need for documentary sources. 

Higgs-Wau<:er (88) was, usil1£' model making at Oundle in the 

1920s, and he couselled the ruthless scrapping of models 

each year in case they cramped the work of future boys'. 

Exhibitions of local history and enviroTh~ental 

work can have an added zest if several schools can hold 

a joint exhLbi tion and invite parents and the public 

to it. A note in the Amateur historian tells of an 

exhibition mounted by local schools in the So lee of 

Peterborough in 1955. It told the story of Peterborough 

and was in connection with the 13th centenary of the 

Cathedral. (89) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE LIBRARIANSHIP OF ARCHIVES. LOCAL HISTORY AND EOOCATIOl'l" ' 

Now that the subject has been examined from the 

pedagogical viewpoint, attention must be turned to the 

implications that are there for librarianship. 

Two generalised assumptions about the librarianship 

of our subject underlie this present study. One stated 

at the beginning is that librarians in general have no 

adequate understanding of or sympathy with educators, who 

use archives and local histoJ:'Y in their teaching. This 
A., , 

1.s again said with all due respect to \_'; those librarians 

who are intelligently active in this area. How far, though 

can one infer from the almost total neglect of the subject 

in the professional press that not many librarians ~ 

ac,tively involved? While one cannot argue conclusively 

from silence, this silence must have some significance. 

Mention of the librarianship of archives and local 

history in education would most readily'evoke, for most 

people, the idea of a public library local collection 

producing materials on demand for teachers. This 

chapter is devoted to enlarging on the theme that this 

idea is far too narrow. The IIsupplyll side of our subject 

embraces a ~uch greater spectrum of sources. Indeed, 

it will be suggested that the focus for all the activity 

will move away from trad i t:i.onal librariaJ:1..ship and' be found 

instead with the cons~~er. 
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Evidence for the first of these two asswnptioEs 

must be sought in such literature as may be found. 

The standard text book is Hobbs', (1) which in its: 

second edition owes much to its: reviser, carter. In so 

far as this may be taken as representative of public 

librarians'view of their educattonal role, the picture 

is not encouraging. 

Hobbs/Carter refers to the adult education fl~ction 

of the public library service,(2)on~'which owes: much to 

the; lingering image of the public library as the "poor 

man's university." That the' library must be involvel 

with education as a partner, not an appendage, and at all 

levels of education, are matters: which seem not to be 

very strongly held convictions. 

Discussing later (3)the relationship of the l~brary 

to education, the book notes that demand is sometimes 

embarrassine to the librarian. He questions the 

indiscriminate use' of original material for educational 

exe:':'cises of sometimes doubtful value. On what evidence 

or knowledge are these value judgments based? There 1s no 

clue in the book that the author knows what teachers and 

pupils are trying to do. 

It seems almost a matter for regret that the local 

collection is used more by younc enquirers, Q..'1trained 

historians and casual enquirers than bY, expert historians. 
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The librarian, it is said, can evalQate printed 

books for his user, but for basic source material, including 

archives, this 

~esirable. ,,( 4) 

evaluation "is neither necessary nor 

The logic of this position is hard to 

discern. If a librarian can presume to evaluate one section 

of his stock, why should he not at least try to do the 

same with other sections? A local history librarian 

who ·ca!lI!ot·offer. his amateur historians some evaluation 

of his primary sources should reconsider his future-, for 

it is with such that the need for this advice chiefly lies. 

T~e assumption that those who want to use primary sources' 

don't need help from the librarian in an advisory way is 

not one with which most, teachers would agree. The- teacher .. 
will'usually recognise useful materials when he sees them, 

but his approach .to };he library will normally be the other 

way, Le. he wants to express his need and then be shown 

appropriate materials. In other area of librariansh~p, 

understanding of users' needs is considered to be as 

neC'Jssary as- knowledige of one's resources. 

Alice Lynes has even less to sEl:.J about local history 

and education. Aware, that primary school children make us:e 

of :"ocal materials, she writes, (5) tI ... if they can be s:ent 

away satisfied with their 'research' they are poten-t:.ial 

readers." Maybe she is not sugeesting that a library 

exists to create its own readership, but there is no 

d-iscussion of the educational obj ectives of the children's 

work. 

Toyne (6) regards schools as providin.g a framework 
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for "inculcating knowledge," which shovlS an imperfect 

gras.p of what is happening in many schools now. His: claim 

that "The library would, of course, supply all the necessary 

documentary material" is an incredible presUJt.ption. 

Two important articles by Shercliff, published in 

1960 (7)and 1963 (8)shoW much sympethy and insight into 

the applications of lQcal history in education, but they 

do not appear to have stimulated the interest they deserve 

to have done. 

If, then, we are to erect a framework of 

"lil'rarianship" for our' dubj ect, it is clear that ma5.n-stream 

librarianship is an unsatisfactory foundation. A librarian-

sh:lip mus.t be firmly based on, and defined: by, awareness 

of the pedagogical aspects which have been shown in the 

preced:ing chapters. A better basis would seem to be 

the idea of "national inforrr.ation systems (NATIS)" 

introduced by unescotw~ years, ago ~ (9) This looks fOl:'\vard 

to coordination of all bodies in a country who are concerned 

in any way with infor:nation transfer, anCl. includes 

governments, publishers, local authorities and others, 

besides the, more obvious libraries and record·offices. 

In our subject area, so many bodies are concerned with 

archives, and local history in schools, that, although 

activities' are more vigorous in some area than in others, 

and almost totally uncoordinated, yet in the range of 

services represented we have as close to a working model 

of a British NATIS as any other def.inable sphere of 

information use. 
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A Uational information system will be focussed on the user, 

and· this is why it was suggested that the centre of activity 

will not be the public local' colle~tion but the user - the 

teacher. It is understood, of course, that there '.vill 

be many users with infinitely varying needs. It is 

recognised, too, that in a de¥aoped country the organisations 

involved will be concerned with their own purposes, for 

which they exist. k rigid, controlled structure is neither 

possible nor desirable. NATIS asks them to have the 

capabili ty and flexibility required to help all in need of 

information in all its forms, while continuing to ~unction 

as: before. Nothine more startling than this is suggested 

below. The chapter will loo~ at the present situatiJn, 

no~ as a survey of existing practice, but to look for areas 

of weakness and fo~oints where cooperation might be 

inatituted or improved. 

Our "NATIS 11 for:- archives in education must include 

teachers, not only because they are. producers of materials, 

but because the degree of cooperatian and participation 
, 

must, be considerable their relationship to the information 

services, will be one of partnership. Behr (lO)would 

include the pupils 'themselves. One point worth remembering 
--' 

is: that children themselves have specific local knowledge 

and are not dependent upon teacher or ~v other for this. 

As an outline for this chapter use will be made of 

some of the head i.ngs under which the aims of the 'NA1IS 

concept were enunciated. 
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1. STD.TULATION OF USER AWAREHESS 

The obvious place to instil the idea of using 

archives, and of showing what is useful and available, 

is the college of education, not only for students, 

-but also for serving teachers. Another reason for training 

teachers in archive use is that they will not otherwise 

have enough skill to be able to assess the work of their 

pupils. Until recently not many teachers had worked 

with archives themselves; and many who. now try to use 

archival and local historical material have not had specific 

training in that area. Harries (ll)concluded frc~ the 

results of a survey that teachers need more effective 

training than they are at present given. Many colleges' 

do i£clude some archives and local history studies in 

their curricula, but it ought to be a standard feature of 

them all. 

Short courses in many topics are arranged from time 

to time by the D.E.S., and ~ourses in archives and L·cal 

history could Vlell become a regular feature. courses are 

provided by local history libraries, un...iversi ties, by 

loaal societies and by colleges of education, sometimes in 

cooperation with a local history library. The Borthwick 

Insti tute o:~ Historical Research at York, opened in 1953, 

and now part of the University of York, has in its time 

offered courses in palaeograPhy and use of records, and 

still offers special courses on request. (12) Co ord ination 

is need ed to ensure that enough courses', are provid ed in 

sufficient centres to be available to all who could 

profit from them. Perhaps the D.E.S. could perform 
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service, in the same way as the British Library keeps 

a register of short courses in librarianship and information 

science. 

2~ ASSESSMENT OF USERS' HEEDS 

It is clear that the teaching profession itself 

is still experimenting-:to'iiaros a definitive expression of 

the, place of archives- in education which is capable of 

being translated into action by the- various servicing 

bodies. Beckwith (13)thinks that the value of "evidence 

learning 11 is too: readily assumed without there being 

sufficient discussion of "the process- which takes place 

wher. a student is confront ell by an orieinal his·wrical 

source." 

''What we urgently need is some consid eration of 

the value of 'evidence-based' le~rning and its· 

impact on students of all ages who are introduced 

to it. . .. A good deal of work ••• is taking 

place in colleges- of education and universities, 

and it should be possible to evaluate its values 

and usefulness." 

Batho( 14\,as concerned that so many arohive units 

were being produced, while research and advice on what 

should go into them has been thin on the ground. One i~10rm-

ant has suggested that museums might indulge in some 

marke,t research amongst children to see why they use 

museums and what services they ought to provide. 

Librarians and archivists, with some exceptions, 
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need to take the trouble to find out more about the needs. 

in education. Courses for archivists should include 

more· on the educational uses· of archives than appears, to 

be the case at present, if the article by Bell is an,ything 

to judge by, (15)and schools of librarianship oueht to 

include education options to teach librarians how to 

service this area properly. Education is part of degree 

courses in librarianship at Loughborough, but Reed's article 

does not indicate that special attention is given to 

educational uses of local history. (16) 

3. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING DTFORTJATION SOURCES 

Half the battle in providing a coordinated s·-,rvice 

is in knowledge of what already exists. Cooperation in 

producing surveys· of the, resources in a given area and 

publication of 6ltides would help. This iSfelated ta 

bibliographic control, a subject which will be considered 

later. 

4. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING MAI\TO~fER RESOURCES 

Shortage of staff is a common complaint and 

archivists have been especially vocal in view of increased 

demands ffiae upon them by teachers and students. Legislation , 
over the· last 15 years has greatly increased the po·~ential 

for employment of archivists in new municipal record 

offices. The universities' output of qualified archivists 

is not equal to the demand·as it is, without growth of 

educational work and proliferation of record offices. 

Theuniversi ties have a responsibility to increase, if only 

temporarily, the output. 
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The possibility of redeployment of personnel, 

to supplement the staffs of the recora offices', should 

not be ignored. 

5. PLANNING TIJE ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Creating an overaJl structure , as we have suggested, 

is a less viable solution than adequate coordination of 

voluntary cooperation. A central reference body would 

be helpful here, if all concerned would afford it the 

neoessary respeClt. In America the' American Association 

for stata a111\ Local Ristor;{ attempts to provide a meeting 

ground, but too few academics know or care about its: 

work. (17) In this cOlmtry the Standing Conferlmce for 

Local History might be induced to expand its functio;.:s, 

wi th some help from the; governr,:ent, and all relevant, 

parties be encouraged to support it. 

Local government reorganisation has~ut within 

the powers of local authori lies the oPIrortuni ties of 

bringing about by fiat a lot of the coordination which 

is needed. 

The "structu . .:.'e," whatever its character, embraces 

a range of institutions, anCi these must be considered in 

tu:-:rtl. 

School resource centres. 

Something of a "boom industry" in schools and 

colleges, resource centres are a response to the increase-

in resource-based learning in all areas· of the curriculum. 

They are a natural focus in the: school for archive! and 

---~------ .. -----. _._-- _._---- .---~-.----------~---- _ .. _-- .-.-~ ---
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~cal history resources. It can offer a practical way of 

achieving flexibility in resources, allowing, for ins.tance, 

Qontents of archive kits, home-produced or purchased, to 

be used in dif£.erent applications and combinations. 

Resource centres should be able to make as· well as to 

purchase resources, and can i.n this way further coord inate 

work in a school. 

strongman writes of a "history resource bank" 

and Steel and Taylor of a CRIB (Classroom Resource and 

Information Bank), but if a school has a resource centre 

there: is no reason why all II:aterials shollld not be put 

th (18, 19) ere. 

It is not feasible for every school to have a 

sophisticated resource centre. Even if it were', there' is 

a great need for the sharing of id eas', ': and for the 

wider sharing 01work done in individual schools. -]~his' 

can be achieved by having an area 'resource centre, ~r 

by teachers' c:entres undertaking the work of supply and 

coordination. Experiments in this idea have taken p;J;ace\ 20, 21 

~he education authorities should show initiative here, 

by setting up area resource centres, by delegating tr:e 

supervision·to one of their inspection or advisory staff, 

and b; assisting in the mass production of resourC(iS 

v/here this is legally possible. 

Libraries 

Libraries in general, not just local co.llections, 

rnust become more geared to educational needs. 

Environmental studies mean more' than history, and the local 
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collection is itself dependent upon the larger resources 

of a general reference library. 

The library should actively approach teachers with 

ideas, not 'Nait for teac~ers to come. They are. not 
\ 

automatically aware of the services the' library can offer, 

nor are they necessarily sura what use they can make of 

them. A. meeting of minds at this point is, vi tal, and often 

lacking. Both sides have a lot to learn from each other. 

Cambridge City Libraries began an SDI (selective 

dissemination of information) service for local history. (22) 

The intention was not orly to inform people, but also to 

use their knowledge in a cooperative way. The idea is 

worth applying to education. 

Museums 

A slightly less obvious source of local stUdies 

materials, but a very important one, is the museum. 

Most are conscious of a duty to exploit as well as 

collec·t, and many have a Schools Museu:ll Service, with 

full-time officers to worlc with teachers, to give talks, 

to arrange visits, exhibitions and loans of materials to 

schools. Duboscq describes the work of the schools service 

set up by the Archives :Nationales in Paris, which has a numb:er 

of secondary school teachers on full-time secondment. ( 23) 

It is useful if museums can allow children to 

handle exhibits, or make replicas of things for this purpose, 

for sale, or for loans ·to schools. 
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Museums serve much the same purpose as· collections 

of documents. Evans (24)wants, children to be taught to 

use museums as they are taught to use libraries, as 

museu.lls are "libraries" of objects, and the museum is· 

"potentially a stimulating and valuable visual experience •. " 

MendUlll (25) gives one example of a C. S.E. course in museum 

studies. 

Some museums are also recognEed as archive 

repositories, which makes' them potentially powerful agents 

in local history and environmental v/ork. Vii th the capacity 

of I'eproducing documents and obj ects, these museums 

could conceivably act as: are3. resource centres. 

The'mergins of functions. in this way has given rise 

to the idea of local history resources centreB. (26,27) 

thes:e· would co;nbine the services of a museu;n, a 10c8.1 

history library and a record office. Partial ~odels do 

exist. In \7il tshire there is a combined libraries and 

museums service. At Oldham, there is a "local interest 

centre," which combines local collec'tiom, museum and art 

gallery under one roof. Application has been made to 

set up a muni.cipal record office also. In many of the 

new authorities several se1.vices have been combi!led under a 

single "director of cultural services," or similar title, 

so the framework already exists \'Ii thi.n which local hi.story 

resources centres are at least a possibility. COrrespon-

dence on this concept in the library professional press' 

shows that the bigges't obstacle to it will be vested 

interests - neither 'the librarian, curator nor archivist 
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will agree. to be subordinated to either of the othElS's! 

At Oldham, the person in charge is not a librarian (iJ;r 

a curator or an archivist. 

Vested interests could militate agninst 

rationalisation of stocks, where this would be desirable. 

Messenge·r (28)would have local museums concentrate their 

resources more on local items and less on general exhibits. 

It is in theory a good idea that material should be, 

transferred from one service to another for better 

preservation and exploitation, as far as legality and 

conditions of deposit allow. Nobody seems to want to 

. sugggst this, probably becatJse the idea would s";rike too 

hard atrundamental hoarding· instincts. Alic~Lynes (29) 

observes that 
.. -" 

"The respective roles of the library and m1lseums 

are not always clear to members of the pubJ.ic, 

and each will be app:r·oached regarding matt;ers 

concerning the other. 11 

For t:J.is reason cooperation between institutions should 

be improved. 

Some schools have their own teaching muse~~s, 

wi th exhibits: from varied sources, including items borrowed 

from a pubiic museum. It is suggested by Brice (30) 

that a school museum can fill a public: need by opening 

to the public, and could form a l:JlusetJm Association to 

invo:lve the public in its running. 

Yeovil School had a room specially pluill.ed for 

the s·tudy of local history" and exhibits from previous 
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years' work were put into it. (
3l

issex education authority 

leased part of a Tudor house as a regional museum, and as' 

a place. to display and store archives. It serves' as' an 

exhibition and teaching centre and a history specialist 

from the education service guides children in the us:e of 

docu.!llents. (32) 

Art galleries. 

These should not.be forgotten as; sources of visual 

evidence; especially because of the reprodUctions which 

are usually available for purchas.e. Barrand(33)refera 

to ',he value of medieval miniatures, - also available from 

some libraries - fer depictfng life. in earlier nenturies. 

"such scenes as a man warming his feet over a fire provide 

human contact stretching over the centuries." 

Record: offices 

The usefulness of record offices is often limited 

by shortage of staff to cope with teachers and stUdents. 

It would help if students were properly prepared for a 

visi t by their ~eachers, and by prior liaison, so the t 

their deman·:'\s on the record office staff are not 

unreasonable, "expectinB their research to be done fl!lI' them. " 

Fines and Steel (34) said that students often displayed 

great ignorance and lack of skill, trying the patience 

of the archivists because of their "inarticulate and often 

impossible questions." Emmison (35)said that the student, 

however ulportant the piece of research, will not expect to 

be greeted like the Queen of Sheba. The, long-term student 

would do well to study in ad vance any guid es or other 
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publications of the office. 

School visits by chi1dren to record offices or 

libraries are in similar case, even where record offices' are 

geared to the work, with a students' room. Plannins and 
htfr~lIoJ. 

consQltation beforehand is essential. It has oftenec in 
A 

libraries that teachers' have· sent in pupils without first 

being sure tat material is there, or that the pupils 

will be able to cope with it. They are more or less 

dependent on the staff to do the wort;: for them. TAachers. 

can also be guilty of expecting too much. The balance can 

be achieved by understanding of each other's position. 

Behr would probably not find much sympathy 

with his opinion that 

liThe first duty of the archive service mus·t ••• be 

to wage an intensive public relations camp&ien 

intended. to inform schools of the viork and 

importance of archive services and to suggest 

specific ways i~ '.vhich they could be used to 

support theschools' work. 11 (36) 

Dorothy O'OIen says that librarians' and archivists' 

feelings about the boorn in local history in schools 

i ht b 
. ( 37). 

m g e "amb~valent. 11 Wnatever their feelings, it is a 

fact of life and an imlJortant averJ.L1.e· of. servioe. 

~re-visit preparation would be made easier by 

adequate information on holdings. Published indexes 

should be wid ely available, with libraries, rnus eums, record 
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offices and schools keeping each other inforned. 

Wall6.ce (38) recommends secondment of staff between 

institutions. In staffordshire one of the county education 

officer's advisory staff was seconded to 

. on the use ollI documents' in schools. (39) 

work: ... full-time· 

( 40) The D.E.S. 

suggeste three other ways of tacklins the problem. A 

trained archivist could do the job; or a teacher could 

be seconded or appointed· to the archivist's staff. Liaison, 

advice, loans, and.' possibly mas~production of copies of 

documents would be included in their duties. 

Teachers' centres 

Wenham (41) reporteq the results of a survey of 

the part played by teaching staff at teacllers,' centres 

in history teaching d eveloprnents. They are h!. a strong 

to coordinate a lot·:·of activities, and provide servi'Jes -

like reprographic, facilities, for example - from which 

schools could benefit. 

Lo cal hi"torical as so ciations cap con:l7ribut e 

indirectly through research and publications, lind d.irec.tly 

in several ways. 

Some areas of cooperation 

The major area will be in the prodUction of 

materials for educational u.se. Teachers' centres cou.dl 

(and do) produce arc-hive units. IlIcG ivern( 42) thougflt this 

might be one answer to the problem of cost, if several 

schools or authorities could contribl:tte. Another virtue of 

• 
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having this work done by teachers is that they will 

naturally understand their o,m needs. The best kits, says: 

1icGivern, are those which "remove the mystery surrrrounding 

archives while retaining their magic." 

Archive units must be prepared with educational 

obj ectives in mind. It should also be' pO.ssible fo r items: 

to be used in more than one context. Jones ana Watson (43) , 

think that teachers should be vocal in le-tting their needs: 

be known to those who produce kits. Publishers- and librarians 

want to sell the kits they produce, and so tend to produce 

inteJ:'esting topical wallets with a wide appeal. Kits may 

thus not be on local topics, or it they are, the unit 

of'l(Jcal' may be a city or a county rather than a schoo:J.'e 

small environment • 

. " -~-

Bryant (44)says that "Teachers in the end mns.t do the 

job. 11 This makes sense. If -;-·eachers do their own, for 

particular uses, it is more likely that. they will prc\juce 

something other teachers will be able to use. Thevery 

narrow range of local history in some ktnds of study, like 

environmental studies, means that some- materi~:.ls may not 

have a wide use, where- "relevance!! is a criterion for using 

them. Coop{'ration between pchools in an area; or joint. 

production through a teachers' centre, is better th an 

relying on more commercially-conscious bodies. 

Bolwell and Lines (45) write of "in-service-

workshops,1I in colleges of education and teachers' centres, 

where teachers meet together to compile reSOLlrce lei ts, 
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gatheri!'.g their own materials between meetings • 

. DUndee College of .Aucation has been finar.ced 

by the Scottish Education Departma~t to produce independent 

learning materials in all subjects in the college 

curriculum, an example which might be emulated. (46) 

Another Scottish example (47) is the sub-committee 

set up by the History Panel of the Scottish Certificate 

of EdUcation Examination Board, to tap the resources: of 

the Scottish Record Office on beha If of teachers. 

Called rather ambiguously an"archives teaching unit," it 

was set up following an inl tiative of the Scottish Record I 

Office. 

Teachers and librarians may cooperate in other ways: 

in the jOint preparation of local histories and biblim-

graphIes; in the conducting of guided tours, "local 

history vlalks for teachers and students, and in helping 

tesC?hers familiarise themselves with a district. 

Group project work might undertake to do a task (:Jf 

value to the library, like the indexing of newspapers. (48) 

As muset:U;lS, libraries· and record offices 

now have a common role in E.ducation, cooperation could 

lie in acquisition, finance, pUblicity, photocopying and 

in pu.blications. 

6. ILIBLIOGRA.PHIC CON'rROL 

Control is needed first in the matter of indexing 

at the local lev.el. Indexing in local history libraries' 
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and record offices, is seldom adequate for the task. This 

is an area in which research is urgently needed. It is 

possible that post-coordinate indexing is the answer. 

In a carefully non-committal statement, Beswick gives 

the impression that he agrees, with this. (49) 

The second important need is for recording and report-

ing of materials and ideas for the benefit of others 

who might use them. Reporting should be by the producers, 

and there is a need for a central publication to record 

information. Batho wanteda national body to propagate 

materials and to report research. A service like'the 

American ERIC' (Educational nesources Informatiol" Centar ) (50) 

though on a more modest scale, would bevaluable. An 

important point made about ERIC is that efficiency in 

capturing material is weakest at the point where contact 

is made with individuals. This argues for reportil:g 

by joint groups, like the teachers' centres. 

The journal "'reaching history" is trying to fill 

a need here, and has carried occasional review articles, 

on writings on the teaching of history, on teaching kits 

and other teaching aids, puulished by teachers' 

associations, colleges, libraries, education authorities, 

and others. The Schools council paper "Dialogue" helps 

tlisseminate ideas, too. CELPIS,' the Colleges of Education 

Learning Program~e Information Centre, has compiled 

catalogues, published by the Council for Educa t10nal 

Technology, of items of media Illad:e by tutors in colleges 

of education to match their courses. Others have found 



it useful as a source of ideas. Youings' survey of 

local record sources in print and in progress, 

1971 - 1972,(5 l )woUld be a useful kind of publication 

to be issued on a regular basis. 

****-li**if*****;('**if*** 

CONCLUSION 
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In the fo:regoing study we have seen a clear pattern 

of ··demand, and have set this against a very unsatisfactory 

pattarn of supply. Some general conclusions may now be, 

drawn. 

We are back in fact to the original proposition, 

that most people in charge of the collec·tions of archive 

and local history materials have not yet come to .grips 

wi ";h this area of demand. Many of tho ~ e who are~ trying 

to provide the service needed are handicapped by lack of 

money, staff or facilities, or perhaps by lack of 

proper understanding of what teaC!1erS are attempting to 

do in using these materials. Some teachers are ind,eed 

fortunate enough to have happy working relationships 

with librariillls and others. 

The understanding are necessary for the very 

production of teachinG materials, without which,. nothing. 

It seems· irrelevant to discuss which service should 

supervise operations, or whether some higher authority 

should take charge. A system of circular cooperation, 

wi th nobody at the centre, seems best, with higher 
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any obstacles to cooperation. 

The best solution to the problem will be the 
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long - term one of trainil'1..g users and suppliers' in aims; 

and materials. It might be thought that long views are 

unwise, in case teaching metho;ds and practices change 

again one· d~y. As far as archives and local history are. 

concerned, though, we have noted that their use has been 

with us under various disguis.es for a very long time, and 

basic ideas haven't changed much at all. 

A short -term soauti0n is needed, because the 

problem is here with us noV'!. Teachers; will have to ll'ake 

their needs known very clearly to ke:epers of collections, 

meetil~each other often to share ideas; and occasionally 

to speak with a concerted voice, and education authorities 

might be more active in encouraging cooperation where 

the custodians are backward .. or reluctant. 

'. 
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APPENDIX 

Table of objectives of the Schools Council History, 
Geography and Social Science 8 - 13 Project. (See p.60, 
~eference 47). 
------------------------------
SKILLS 

Intellectual 

1. The ability to find information from a variety of sources, 
in a variety of ways. 

2. The ability to commUnicate findings through an 
appropriate medium. 

3. The' ability to interpret pictures, charts, graphs:, 
maps, etc. 

4. The' ability to evaluate information. 

5. The ability to organis e i.nforma tion through cone epts 
and generalisations. 

6. The ability to formulate :-md test hypotheses and 
generalisations. 

Social 

1. The ability to participate within small groups. 

2. Anawareness of significant groups within the community 
and the wider society. 

3. !, developing understanding of how individuals re,::"ate 
to suah groups:. 

4. A willingness to eonsider participating constructively 
in the activities associated with t~(lse groups. 

5. The ability to exeBcise empathy (i.e. the (capacity 
to imagine what it might be like to be someone else). 

Physical 

1. The ability to manipulate equipment. 

2. The ability to manipulate equipment to find and 
commurlicate information. 

3p The ability to explore the expressive powers of the 
human body to communicate ideas and feelings. 

4. The ability to plan and execute expressive activities 
to communicate ideas and feelings. 
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Appendix, cont. 

-------------------------------

PERSONAL QUALITIES 

Interests, attitudes, values. 

1. The fostering of curiosity thro.ugh the encouragement of 
questions. 

2. The fostering of a wariness' of over-commitment to one 
framework of explanation and the possible distortion 
of facts and the omission of evidence. 

3. The fostering of a willingness. to explore personal 
attitudes and values and to relate these to other people1s. 

4. The encouraging of an openness ·to the possibility of 
change in attitudes· and values. 

5. The encouragement of worthwhile and developing interests 
in human affairs. 






